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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

This study analyses th e scope, fact ors and limitations feminist NGOs might 

consider when working with grassroots women's organisations and wishing to 

adopt an empowering perspective . Its point of departure is my working 

experience in the femini s t NCO Centro de Estudios ~Mujer" (the ~WomanH study 

centre CEM) , and its working ties with the grassroots women's organisation 

Fanny Abant o Calle Communal Kitchen (FAG). Both are in located in Ghiclayo , 

a trading t own on Peru's northern coast. I belonged t o CEM since it was 

founded ( 19 80), until 1988. CEM worked with FAC between 1982 and 1989. 

The reason I took the FAG communal kitchen as the starting point of this 

thesis , 1S th at communal kitchens are a well-developed part of the popular 

women's stream in Peru, o ften re ceiving backing by co-financing agencies and 

feminist NGOs. The popular women's stream is one of the three mainstreams 

comprising the women's moveme nt in Peru. The other two are the feminist 

stream per se, and the stream compos ed of women allied to political parties 

and other sectarian groups. This wome n's movement, with its three mainstreams 

which do interact at som e points, is onc of the most dynamic and articulate 

in Latin America today (Vargas 1991). 

Many conflicts ari se in the r elationship between feminist and popular women's 

organisations, mainly around the question of whether gender or class are the 

most significant source of women's oppression. I contend that gender is not 

the only fact or Shaping women's identity and status in society, but that 

rather both identity and status are influenced by the articulation of gender, 

cla ss and ethni c s, and as such are grounded upon socioeconomic and cultural 

context s (Scott 1988; Jansen 1991). 

1 . 1. Motivation 

I want to contribute to the strengthening of Peru's women's movement by 

identifying "politics of empowerment", regardi ng the relationship between 

feminist NGOs and grassroots women's organisations. From both theory arid 

practi ca l experience, I know certain factors hamper these relations and can 

als o limit th e empowerment potential of grassroots women's organisations: 

a) When feminist NGOs work with grassroo ts organisations, it does not 

always mean they work from the perspective of the grassroots; 



b) There is a recognition, at the level of rationality and spirituality, 

of dominant assumptions such as those reflected in the attitude of many 

NGO professionals, who behave as if they alone possessed and 

transmitted knowledge, ignoring the living experience of the grassroots 

and bypassing local expertise. 

c) As researchers/facilitators we must be aware of crucial issues such as 

power and knowledge (Marshall et al 1989). 

Therefore I decided to systematise my working expenence as a feminist 

activist, looking critically at and evaluating this experience 1n order to 

learn and dra.' lessons from it which could be useful to feminist NGOs, 

grassroots organisations and others concerned with grassroots empowerment and 

development. 

1.3. Objectives of the study 

The objectives of this study are: 

1) To understand and get insights about the potential of women's 

empowerment as a process and as a goal; 

2) To identify the elements conducive to grassroots women's empowerment or 

disempowerment , and to assess its scopes and limitations; 

3) To develop an adequate theoretical framework for analysis and 

evaluation of ",'omen' 5 empov.1erment, which places feminist NGOs work 

within a more dynamic context. 

1.4. Research Questions 

The above objectives may be translated into the following research questions: 

Which factors should be considered by feminist NGOs to further the 

empowerment of women from grassroots organisations? 

What are the scope and limitations for feminist NGOs working with 

grassroots organisations. from an empowering perspective? 

1.5. Methodology 

The perspective of this research derives from my position as a feminist 

activist and researcher from the South . I see the feminist movement 1n Latin 

America and the Caribbean as a dynamic. ever-growing process, part of a wider 

women's movement . This involves recognising that women may have differerit 

interests but be united 1n a shared struggle, the struggle to put an end to 

women's subordination. The need to address other power relations which 

pervade and disempower women and are the result of sexist. racist and classist 

so_cieties prevalent in Latin America must also be acknowledged. 
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The methodology of this MA thesis is based on one of the major contributions 

of feminism, namely the building of theory from practice. 

Working along such guidelines means that I must locate myself both at an 1n

position and at an out-position. 

My in-position stems from the fact that I was a founding member of GEM in 1980 

(an account of how GEM developed will be included in Ghapter Four), and its 

coordinator until 1986. Analysing GEM's working ' experience thus also means 

analysing my own practices and ideas. My out-position stems from the fact 

that as a researcher, I must attempt to look critically and scientifically at 

CEM's experience in relation to FAC. 

As such, I found myself both object and subject of this study. To this 

respect , Ha ra",'ay and Ha rdin g state tha t feminist objectivity means the 

recogniti on of this double l ocat i on . Both argue for the integration of the 

object and subject in the production of knowledge, rather than their splitting 

(Haraway 1991; Harding 1991 ). 

For analyti ca l purposes, in some chapter s I use "we", because as a member of 

GEM I'm part of the data analyzed; in others I use "they" to refer to the 

experience s and po ints of vie .... ' of women from FAG . 

1.5.1 Sources of data 

This research is based on primary and secondary data I covering the period 

between 1980 and 1990. Durin g the last two years in which I was no longer 

actively participating in GEM I had access to written publications, letters 

and sporadic conversations with fa c ilitators. By participants I refer to 

members of the grassroots organisation FAG , and by facilitators I mean members 

of feminist NGOs with whom I met in order to confront my own assumptions and 

thus advance the evaluation of GEM's work. 

I. Primary data: 

a. My personal experience ""ith Peru's women's movement, which includes 

participant observation while working with FAG, and personal notes 

related to this experience, especially during my last visit to the 

group in November, 1990. I attended a general meeting at FAG and held 

several individua l and group talks with participants; 

b. Fourteen interviews carried out in December, 1990, by a participant of 

FAG, in the form of extensive dialogues with open questions. Twelve are 
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with participants who had been at FAC Slnce its founding and were still 

active in it. Two interviews were carried out with husbands, one being 

a community leader. All the interviews and testimonies were recorded 

and fully transcribed; 

c. A survey amongst families in Pueblo Joven "El Bosque", ·done by the 

Board of the neighbourhood organisation in 1988; 

d. Book of minutes and notes of CEM from 1980 to 1988; 

e. Two testimonies of participants 1 in 1990; 

f. One testimony of a facilitator 2 in 1992. 

g. Supporting graphic material, such as photographs charting the history 

of CEM's experience with FAC. 

2. Secondary data: 

This data is provided by a review of the relevant literature on issues dealing 

with existing theories, concepts and major findings. Although this review is 

by no means exhaustive, it covers the following ~ssues: 

a. Feminist theory on gender, sexual division of labour, class, 

emp0v.1erment; 

b. The women's movement in Peru; 

c. Conununa 1 ki tchens and the popular l,.mrnen 1 s movement; 

d. Popular education. 

To answer the res ea rch questions has involved the systematisation of women's 

experien ces as participants and facilitators, including my own experiences 

related with the topic researched. In order to do this I have followed these 

steps: 

2 

The use of intervie\.o.'s and testimonies to gain information about the 

development of the experience, methods, problems and contradictions 

throughout its evolution. I also want to provide a space for 

participants in the evaluation of the/their experiences and to confront 

my own assumptions. 

The analysis of the experience within the Peruvian context. Perusing 

existing relevant literature has broadened my own understanding of the 

processes developed in the relationship between feminist and grassroots 

women's organisations, and helped me to clarify other points. This 

These testimonies were set down during a workshop about popuLar communications .nd radio programs, 
organized by CEM and supported by CElADEC (Comision latinoamericana de Educacion Cristiana), P.J. 
EI Bosque, 1984. 

It was required by the researcher in order to confront her own assumptions and to further the 
evaLuation of CEM's work. 
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analysis was done uS1ng the main theoretical and methodological 

concepts and tools guiding this research. 

The process of systematisation of this experience has also involved 

discussion of key point s with supportive staff members of differen t 

institutions and friends who made helpful comments and criticisms . 

1.6. Limitations 

My double position as both activist and researcher are the basis for both the 

strengths and limitations of this study. There are also external factors to 

be considered, such as events in the past two years that have had great impact 

on Peruvian society . To take one instance, six leaders of communal kitchens 

have been assassinated in Lima by Sendero Luminoso (Shiny Path, the Maoist 

guerrilla group). Without doubt, these murders and the general atmosphere of 

repression and threats that still exists influence the mos t recent practices 

and relations of conununa l kitchens and feminist NGOs. It must be kept in mind 

that this analysis corresponds to a specific IIhistorical moment tl
, for a 

particular context . I t i s also impo rt ant t o consider this context and the 

framework of analysis, t o understand that the exploratory nature of this MA 

thesis doe s not allow making general i sa ti ons. 

1.7 Context 

The relati onship betv.'een femini st NGOs and communal kitchens forms part of a 

broader context and can only be understood within the framework of the current 

political scenario, both nationally and internationall y. 

At the international level, it can be mentioned that the economic world crisis 

of the Eighties heavil y influenced Peruvian society. To the country's 

internal economic problem s were added the structural adjustment policy of the 

World Bank and the IHF , which resulted in a reduction of government 

expenditur e on food, education, etc. 

Between 1983-1986 the number of NGOs and projects for women's promotion (among 

them survival projects. incom e generation, credit and training projects) 

greatly increased (Ruiz 1987). The number of conununal kitchens also increased 

significantly (Huaman 1988 ) . 

At the national level , electoral cond itions contributed to an increase in the 

number of conununal kitchens. During the 1984-85 electoral period many 

conununal kitchens appeared, linked to political parties or to the state . When 
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APRA won the presidential elections in 1985, communal kitchens became part of 

the government programme on food policies, through a programme called PAD 

(Direct Assistance Programme; Huaman 1988). Another contributing factor on a 

national scale is the specific character of Peruvian society, in which the 

dominant mestizo culture and male authority as social system legitimise and 

reproduce inequalities both between different groups in society, and between 

men and women . 

Peruvian society 15 authoritarian, and this authoritarianism crosses the 

boundaries of gender, class and ethnicity . Sexism, racism and classism are 

present In all of Peru's institutions and organisations (church, school, 

government, political parties, etc.). This authoritarianism affects all 

aspects of Peruvian society and does not leave unaffected the work of NGOs and 

feminist and grassroots organisations. Although many of these continue 

struggling and resisting this kind of dominance, in practice it is not an easy 

task. Building countervailing power needs a severe redefinition of the 

existing structure of society. 

1.B. Organisation of the Paper 

Analysis of the relationship bet .... :een communal kitchens and feminist NGOs is 

presented in six chapters. Thls lntroduction is Chapter One. Chapter Two 

contains my theoretical frameJ,.,~or k and provides the concepts and criteria 

guiding this research, such as the articulation of gender, sexual division of 

labour and class, as well popular education and empowerment. Chapter Three 

presents the background of communal kitchens and feminist NGOs in Peru, their 

mutual relationship, potential and limitations. A specific working experience 

between a feminist organisation and a communal kitchen is analyzed in Chapter 

Four. Chapter Five evaluates the scope and limitations for feminist NGOs to 

further women's empowerment with the insights gained from the literature and 

case study. Chapter Six provides a swrunary and draws some main conclusions 

and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE ARTICULATION OF GENDER, SEXUAL DIVISION OF LABOUR, CLASS AND 

EMPOWERMENT: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter contains my theoreti ca l framework and provides working 

defini tions of the con cepts gender, sexual division of labour I class and 

empowerment. In it are discussed the validity and applicability of the major 

concepts or anal yt ical tools I am dealing with. I will use these concepts in 

my analysis of the relationships of a specific type of NCO 

(feminist/women~oriented ) with gras s roots women's organisations (a communal 

kitch en), considering they exist in specific contexts where their relationship 

interacts with other relationships ba sed on c lass, gender and sexual division 

of labour. 

The empowerment approach I use acknowledges the existence of power struggles. 

My objective 1 5 to contribute to reflection and awareness of power relations 

when we look for strategies, for alternative ways of working with grassroots 

women's organisations in order t o fa c i li tate their empowerment. 

2.1. Cender 

In the Seventies women's status became a more presslng issue on a growing 

interna t i onal agenda. Thi s shi ft in attitude towards women was preceded by 

increasingly active women's movements demanding women's rights in diverse and 

broad cultural setti ngs , and leading to events such as the Women's Decade 

(1976-1985) and the Nairobi Conference (1985) . 

Within this context the emergence of women's studies made it possible to 

analyse I question and reexamine theories, predominantly created by males, 

which did not allow a full understanding of the nature of women's oppression 

an d subordination. 

Different themes have attracted the concern of feminists: women's work, sexual 

division of labour, power, gender relations and lastly the emergence of the 

empowerment approach. These neglected areas, in which politics and power 

relat e to women, need ed to be analysed. Feminism offers new themes to 

scientific inquiry, and feminist theory has provided important analytical 

tools in an attempt to understand the variety of positions women occupy in 

society, and the persistent inequalities bet\,,'een men and women. Feminist 

scholars not on ly develop ed new theories to understand existing unequal gender 
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relations, they also wanted to change them. During the debate on notions such 

as nature, culture, produc tion , reproduction, etc . I the concept of gender 

entered feminist theory. 

Peru's women's movement has debated extensively the priority of both class and 

gender, both in projects and platforms. There are two identifiable groups in 

this debate. The first is the feminist stream, accused of · prioritising 

gender; the second group is accused by the feminists of prioritising class. 

The current debate holds that the problem is not in the priorisation of one 

above the other, but rather that it lies in the articulation of both, and in 

analysing how women experience this relation together with other relations 

such as ethnici ty, culture age, religion, etc. I believe there is a new 

perspective that recognises the importance of considering the other relations 

women experience . and the inte racti ons of thes e relations. It is 

strategically important f o r the women's movement because it provides a basis 

for collective actions throughout the Third World in the struggle for social 

change. 

One of the great advances of in t roducing th e gender concept is that it does 

not f ocus only on women. Instead it implies analysis of the past 

torelati onships bet",,'een male and female exp e rience!!, also linking the past with 

current social practices (Scott 1988: 31). The reference t o gender involves 

examining how gender works with other relationships, and gives meaning to the 

percepti on and organisati on of know l edge. As Foucault held, gender is the 

knowledge about the relati onsh ip between the sexes (Scott 1988 : 2). 

Scott's def inition of gender has two propositions. First, she sees gender as 

"a constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived differences 

between the sexes" (1988: 42). In other words, gender is a fundamental 

element pre sent in relationships, unto which different social qualities are 

allocated to the relati onsh ip between the sexes. 

Secondly, she states: 

"Gender is a primary way of signifying relationships of power. It 
implie s that to speak about social relationships means to speak 
about power, which involves that in the old and basic 
relationship between men and women (gender relations) power takes 
meaning or representati on. Changes in the representations of 
power have correlation with changes in the organisations of 
social relationships" (Scott 1988: 42) . 

Scott considers four elements to be mutually interacting: cultural symbols, 
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normative con cepts, subjective identity, and gender relationships linked with 

politics and social institutions. She refers not only to specific cultural 

historical contexts and social roles for men and women, but also to the forms 

and meanings gender takes in th e articulati on with specific contexts (Scott 

1988: 55). 

Following Scott's definiti on of gender as an analytical tool for change, we 

must consider three elements. The first is that gender relations differ in 

different social and political contexts . Although one could state that 

unequal gender relations are an almo st universal practice, the forms 

inequalities take are not universal . The second element is that a historical 

perspective is interwoven in the concept of gender, which means relations are 

dynami c , not static o r fix ed . This insight is of utmos t importance for the 

feminis t movement, as it offers a possibility for change. Thirdly, the 

concept o f gender al10\o.'5 us t o study the other power relations women are 

affected by besides sexual in eq uality. It gives room for analysing and 

questioning unequal relation s that stem fr om class, race, culture, age, etc . I 

and shap e women's identity , often imp lying conflicts and contradictions . When 

developing strategies for change, ,,'e have to take all these aspects into 

account, rec ogn ising the contradi c ti ons and differences. 

In my Dvm v lew, and 111 the case of the Peruvian women's movement, gender 

offers a corrunon conceptual ground for ".'Omen fr om different sectors of society 

struggling against subordina t ion. Further complexi ties arise as unequal 

pos itions in society are l inked with po,,"'er relations derived from class, 

ethnicit y, age, reg i on, etc. which in turn re inf o rce women's subordination . 

The question remains: to what extent can the concept of gender help women to 

improve their situation? Furthermore, how far can it question or change this 

gender subordination' 

2.2. Gender and the Sexual Division of Labour 

For femi n i s ts, the con cept of sexual divisi on of labour is important. In 

spite of id eo l og ical difference s among feminists, the recognition of 

hierarchi cal, oppressive and exploitative relationships has united them in the 

search for strategies to end such relationships. The outcome of this search 

for strategies by feminist scholars has provided us with knowledge about the 

origins of a sexual division of l abour, and what the ideological assumptions 

used to jus tify it imply. 
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In her work "Patriarchy and Acc umula tion on a Wo rld Sca le" (1986 ) , Maria Mie s 

questions the univer sa lity and fix edness of the tasks women perform . She 

firmly criticises the se assumptions. showing that men and women perform tasks 

accordin g to their spe cific soc i c -hi s t oric and cultural context, which means 

their skills a re neither fixed nor universal, but more socially ~~nstructed . 

Mies quest i ons th e 'b i o l ogica l destiny' used in domi nant western paradigms of 

the Twenti es I such as fun c tionalism and pos itivism t o portray the sexual 

division of labour as na tu ral and pr edetermi ned. 

From the point of view of positivism and fun c tionalism, the sexual division 

of labour is a simple d i vision o f different tasks be tween men and women. 

Men's ta s ks are seen as human labour wh i c h 15 conscious, planned and 

productive, whereas women's tasks are seen as dete rmined by the ir (biological) 

nature. These concepts hide the fa c t tha t suc h relationships are asymm e tric , 

hierarchi ca l and exploitive, not simp l e divisions of labour between equal 

partner s (M ies 1986: 46). The ques ti oning of dominant theor ies involves the 

decodef i cat i on or red ef ini tion of concepts suc h as wor k , class, nature, power 

and sexual di vis i on of labour itself, 

Mies hi ghlights the benefits of t he curr ent practices of sexual division of 

labour f or the capitalist system. She s t ates that life and subsisten ce 

producti on, l argely non-wage l abour main l y done by women, should be defined 

as work. This work stakes out, taps, exploits people and is appropriated by 

the capitalist system for produ c tion purposes and the creation of surplus 

value (Mies 1986: 47). Mie s clea rl y s hows the links between sexual division 

of labour and economics, politics and power, The sexua l di v ision of labour 

1S not only a problem related to the family , but a s tructural problem of 

society as a whole. Th e hierarchical division of labour betwee n men and women 

and it s dynamics f orm an i ntegral part of dominant product i on relations, that 

is, th e c l ass relat i ons of a particular epoch in society, and of the broader 

national and int e rna t i ona l di v i s i on of la bour (M ies 1986: 49) . 

Mies unde rlin es that act i viti es such as producing children and milk are truly 

human, conscious and soc ial activ itie s , c ru c i a l f o r femini s t theory. One of 

the great obsta c les of women's lib erati on is the lack of acceptance of the 

human side of these activities, still in terpreted as purely physiological 

function s comparable t o tho se of anima l s (Mie s 1986: 53-54). 

Foll owing Mies and Scott, I consi der a s a sexual division of labour all 

socially constructed norms, images, s~nbols and social practices legitimising 

the allocat i on of diff erent t as ks to men and ".'Omen bas e d on assumed 'natural' 
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skills, relegating women to the home as their suitable place, ignoring women's 

work and making it invisible. Men instead are portrayed as the rightful 

breadwinners. They are supposed to be strong and suited to outside work, 

which in fact means being paid for working. 

To summarise: gender as well as the sexual division of labour are socially ' 

constructed relationships between males and females within a specific 

socia-economic and cultural context. These relations are intersected by power 

relations. The sexual division of labour existing J 
~n the world is gender 

discrimination applied to work, ' resulting in culturally constructed divisions 

of labour which reflect and reinforce unequal power r·elations. 

2.2.1. Importance of the concept of sexual division,of labour 

Women in communal kitchens in Peru became organised as a group through a 

survival strategy based on a traditional division of labour (cooking, 

shopping, etc.). Cooking, first confined to the domestic domain, has been 

transformed into a public and political issue by the women of Peru's communal 

kitchens. The practice and ideological assumption of sexual division of 

labour had until then restricted women's mobility outside the household even 

more than it is now. This also often translates into restrictions for women 

by their partners against joining groups such as the conununal kitchens. 

Currently the sexual division of labour in Peru's slums hinders women's 

participation in community work, their development and consciousness raising. 

This works against women's empowerment. If women don't want to accept the 

limitations of the existing sexual division of labour, they run the risk of 

'creating' conflicts in the household. These conflicts can have two possible 

outcomes: either women drop out of grassroots organisations due to male 

aggression (verbal, physical, emotional), or they continue to face conflicts 

and contradictions, bargaining for their mobility outside the household. One 

of the arguments women have opposed to male resistance is that joining a 

communal kitchen benefits all household members. 

In practice, the sexual division of labour has several contradictory 

consequences for women in communal kitchens (see, for example, Backhaus 1988). 

On the one hand, making this work collective makes it much more visible. The 

collective practice of women and the acquired visibility of traditional tasks 

have positive effects on women's sense of self-worth. Their participation in 

this kind of group allow them to escape their isolation and increases the 

weight of their presence in the community (Backhaus 1988: 44). On the other 
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hand, I have observed that ' work in the communal kitchens increases women's 

burdens in relation to cooking, helping run the organisation, training others, 

etc. They often cook 4 to 10 hours in shifts, under extremely bad conditions, 

without sufficient water, ;energy or proper tools . There are many other 

consequences, such as women's exhaus tion, aggravated by the pressure and gui 1 t 

feelings for 'neglecting' their own children. 

It is important that the i ssue of the sexual division of labour be recognised 

by the women organised in communal kitchens, so that they begin to 

democratically redistribut e tasks in their own households , or to find gro,up 

alternatives. It is also important for middle class women3, many of whom are 

facilitators of women's projects, to confront this issue. None of this, of 

course, takes away from the fact that males and the state must should also 

shoulder their share of responsibility in revaluing and reallocating labour 

relations in their society. 

2.3. Class and gender 

Class is a fundamental concept ,n socio l ogical literature concerned with 

social structure. The concept has been widely discussed since last century, 

while tha t of gender emerged more recently. It has been applied in studying 

the developmen t of industrial capitalism as well as in the analysis of social 

change in less developed countries. 

Marxists define class as property rela t ion s ,n relation to the means of 

production and productive f orces . Classes vary according to the mode of 

production. Thi s Marxist definition, focusing mainly on economic relations, 

has been criticised from the feminist perspective as economic reductionism. 

Class as a concept has male biases. Scott says that c lass was offered as a 

universal categor~ with a masculine construction . One implication was that 

men supposedly represented the working class. The aim of feminist scholarship 

is to underline that th e working clas s i s also constituted by women and 

children, who also have roles in the e conomy , in the division of labour , and 

in the production and reproduction of human resources (Scott 1988: 64). 

3 It is a big contradiction for most Latin American fe minists who want to promote change in gender 
relationships, but can not achieve it for themselves due to the structure of societies like Peru. By hiring 
other women, middle class women are not only not questioning the unequal se xual division of labour ;n their 
home but al,o li berating males from having to share the responsibi lity for these tasks. In that way SOL is 
reinforced and reproduced. This example shows how SOL is 'connected with gender , class and ethnic issues: 
the majority of women employed for this work are working class women with Andean roots . 
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What is the importance of this concept for feminism and what is the 

relationship of both concepts? We will see their validity in understanding 

women's status. One of the approaches of feminism is to use class and gender 

in an effort to link power relations i.e. women's subordination within the 

family and society. This approach comes from the petspectiv€ of socialist 

feminism. For socialist feminists, understanding the interrelation of gender 

and class is crucial . They hold that women are entrapped between two systems 

of oppression. They are par.t of a class, and as such are affected by the 

nprms, values and instances of oppress1on of that class. Women also . 

experience male oppression coming from the power hierarchy of patriarchy. 

Women's oppression, for socialist feminists, is not only related to the family 

but also the respons'ibility of a soci'ety dominated by ·the ideology of 

patriarchy. 

Therefore for socialist feminists it is important to identify links between 

the two .systems of women's oppression: the capitalist and patriarchal systems. 

Women's oppression does not just stem from capitalism. Other power structures 

are also responsible for it. 

Scott argues that in understanding women's unequal position in society, gender 

cannot be analysed without taking class into account or vice-versa . 

nEach is necessarily incomplete without the other ... The link 
between gender and class is conceptual; it is a link every bit as 
material as the link between productive forces and relations of 
production" (Scott 1988: 66) . It is not possible to analyse 
politics without gender, sexuality and family (Scott 1988: 60). 

The definition of class I will use is part of the new perspective which 

perceives class as relationships between large groups of people who share 

similar positions in an economlC system. I perceive class as being related 

to social processes. It is one more relationship to be considered in any 

sociological analysis, when we develop strategies for change. I consider 

class as groups of people who share more or less common positions in society, 

based on economlC power relations, which leads them to share collective 

identities and some political and social experiences. Here I am referring 

specifically to women of the communal kitchen as working class women. 

The importance of considering the articulation of gender and class without 

overlooking ethnic issues became evident from the practices of women in 

communal kitchens, in order to seek emancipatory strategies for women. The 

women of communal kitchens got organised as a response to the shortage of 
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food. This need derives from their class position in Peruvian society. Their 

responsibility for family reproduction and household tasks as defined by 

gender-oriented ideologies pressed them to seek alternatives to their 

traditional household tasks (see also Grandon 1987; Huaman 1988). 

Another e~ample of this gender-class articulation is that the common interest 

as squatters and as women facilitates the organisation of ' women at regional 

and national levels, as in the case of communal kitchens. Another reason '" is 

that in a hierarchical and class structured society like Peru, there is a wide 

gap between rich and poor, which has a differentiated impact on women. 

Lastly, .,n the interrelation of feminist NGOs and grassroots women's 

organisat:ion, women from different sectors are working together . . Gender 

subordination is complex, and does not have the same meaning for all women. 

This must be considered when working with grassroots women's organisations. 

Class is not a unitary category. There are a variety of groups or segments of 

class, i.e. among classes there are gender differences; among women there are 

class differences. Women from the same class have differences due to other 

circumstances (age, culture, race , etc.). This diversity is represented in 

different practices and iden tit ie s. In other words, 'oppressed women' as one 

single, unified category do not really exist. 

In Peru different classes and segments of classes have been identified, i . e. 

a middle class or white 'collar, petty commodity producers, working class. In 

rural areas a differentiated peasantry is dominant but there is a growing 

class of landless labourers. These classes have different groups among them. 

In the working class of urban settlements we might find, on the on~ hand, an 

informal sector with markets and street vendors, whose situation varies 

according to their sex, access to capital, the products they sell or produce. 

There are also repairmen, motorised tricycle drivers, women doing community 

work in exchange for food. On the other hand we find the wage earning 

prOletariat employed in the modern sector of the economy, especially in 

manufacturing. I have said that, due to the power relations in Peruvian 

society according to class, ethnic and gender, women have varying status in 

society. Women have access to or are excluded from valued resources which 

establish differences among them in relation to housing, education, job 

opportuni ties, etc. If we look at women's work or employment I there are class 

differences among women, even if class is not the only significant factor. 
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The implications of class for working-class women are mainly political. Class 

is an element in their identities and it can provide them with' a common 

platform for collective actions and organisations through which they can apply 

social pressure. In a group of women from the same class, however, we find 

differences based on race, region, education and culture which offer a variety 

of interests.: In daily life the impact of a variety of relationships shape 

people's identities. 

2 .. 3.1. The importance for feminist theory to study gender and class 

' My point of view is that 'gender and class can be useful analytical tools for 

feminist theory, but they must acknowledge the existence of other power 

' relations which are potential points 0'£ conflicts, such as ethnicity, culture, 

nationality I .religion. age ', etc. I and sources of worn.en I s multiple identities 

and interests. Therefore any strategy undertaken by women's movements should 

consider this variety of relations and contradictions which can also provide 

· a basis for co llective actions among women and with other social forces by 

identifying common goals against inequalities . 

As I have already mentioned, women as a unitary category do not exist. Women 

have a variety of positions in soc iety i . e. women in the shanty towns don't 

all experienc e the same gender relation s . Not a 11 women have . the same 

position and opportunities in the Peruvian society. If we analyse gender, it 

will become clear that women are also shaped by other experiences such as 

class I ethnici ty I cuI ture I ages I religion I etc. So we cannot speak of a 

unitary relation for all women. It is important to understand the differences , 

and contradictions among women in order to identify our own needs, to have the 

ability to find common points of intere s t in our struggle. 

2.4. Empowerment 

Power relations are responsible for the impoverishment of women. Poverty 

involves not just a scarcity of food, but als~ lack of self-esteem, lack of 

control over one's own body and sexuality, lack of political participation in 

society, etc. This is reflected in the hunger of women not only for food, but 

for organisation I participation, self -confidence I knowledge I income etc. 

These are aspects considered in the empowerment strategy I am presenting . 

The origins of the empowe rment approach come from the emergent feminist 

writings and grassroots organisation's experience of Third World women. It 

recognises that feminism is not simply a recent Western, urban, middle-class 
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import. It identifies power in terms of the capacity of women to increase 

their own self-reliance and int ernal s treng t h (Moser 1989 : 17) . The approach 

of "Development Alternatives Women for a New Era" (DAWN) comes from feminists 

from Third WOTld countries. It links organis ing and empowerment. They 

consider that through organisation women can be self-empowered . For them 

women's subordination is closely linked with equality, peace and developmen t 

(DAWN, 1985, in Moser 1989: 17). 

Feminist movements from developing countries are dealing with power relations 

and structures in specific cu ltural and socio-political contexts, in their 

effort to challenge dominant hegemoni c systems and to look for an end to 

women's subordination and oppression . Therefore, in the process of building 

feminist th eory and questi oning dominant paradigms, I see the need to discuss 

and clarify concepts such as gender, sexual division of labour t class and 

empowerment, for three reasons. The first is a theoretical one, to see the 

validity and applicability of these concepts for feminist theory and practice. 

The second reason is that by applying these analyt ical tools creatively and 

critically, feminists from 'Third Wor ld countr ies' can contribute to feminist 

epistemOlogy from their specifi c cu ltural and political context of practices. 

The third r eason is practical: there is a need to develop political strategies 

because we are dealing with power relations in our everyday lives . We need 

to counter this with emp0\o.,'erment as an alternative way of reconstructing 

identiti es, organisations, relations, values and improving women's status and 

conditions in all aspects of society (economically, physically, spiritually, 

politically and cultura lly). 

I coniider women's empowerment all individual and collective actions aimed at 

strengthening women to become active agents of social change. As mentioned 

above, in these actions the socio-political context and specific factors such 

as class, race, religion, culture, should be taken into account. 

The self-empowerment of women is not a goal, it is a means and a process for 

changing soc i ety and oppressive relations among human beings. Self-empowerment 

is a necessary stage or pre-condition for a broader change of society. It is 

a learning process: by doing it in practice (i.e . by be ing organised as a 

member or leader, by building collective act ions , by developing democratic and 

solidaire practices, etc.), people empower themselves. 

Empowerment is not only an Utopia. It is also a working methodology which has 

the following principles: a ll owing people to make their own choices, 
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respecting their space, facilitatin g them a pla ce to become leaders and get 

teaching and learning experien ce . At the same time empowerment is not a 

linear proc ess . It can be unclear and have contradictions. 

Empowerment as a pra ct ice is multidimensional and requires multiple 

conditions, rathe r than one condition in particular, for its implementation 

and cont inui ty. From this perspective I consider five dimensions of the 

process of women's emp owerment : subjective, physical, economic, political and 

cultural dimensi ons CSch rijvers 1991) . Schrijvers' autonomy approach, adopted 

by the Dutch government , cons iders empowe rment as one aspect of women's 

autonomy. She cites four dimensions of autonomy which are mutually 

interconnected: th e physical , implying the control of body and sexuality; 

economic autonomy, meaning equal access and control of the means of 

production; political autonomy, referring to basic rights such as self 

determination and the freed om to organise for pressure groups; sociocultural 

as the right to have an indep endent identity and sense of self-worth. 

This empow e rment process can start 1n one or more aspects of women's lives: 

women's self-esteem, rediscovering women's inner energy and spirituality, 

self-cons c i ous ness , th e ability to make decisions according to their own 

interests, the questioning of imposed women 's identities or stereotypes, the 

reappropriation of women's own identity in a particular socio-economic and 

cultural contex t . 

In relation to empowerment, th e theoretical conceptualisation I am proposing 

for this MA thesis is based on one of th e major contributions of feminism, 

that is: building theory fr om women's expe riences. 

As away of conclusion I want to say that gender is not the only element that 

shapes women 's identities. There are other power relations that shape 

identities I practices and relation s among women. Power relations takes 

meaning in specific so c ioe conomic and cultural contexts. According to the 

status women have in society, warnell have different needs and interests. We 

need to con si der this when we discuss strategies for women's empowerment . 

I am presen t ing the elements of feminist methodology and popular education {n 

Chapter Three. My vie~ is that they not only complement each other but that 

they are mutually necessary when wanting to wo rk with grassroots women's 

organisations fr om a feminist elnpowering perspective. 

My objectives are to apply and link concepts, methods and techniques of 
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popular education with a feminist perspective4 and methodS Because the 

popular education approach contains a gender bias, there is a need to adapt 

its techniques, group dynamics and games. Grassroots women's organisations 

(also women from other sectors ) face power relations, power structures and 

social hierarchies in their daily lives. To counter these problems, feminist 

NCOs can use as a strategy the empowerment approach that has been developed 

from the perspectives of feminism and popular education. 

2.4.1. Five Criteria for Evaluating Women's Empowenment 

Systematising the working experience between CEM and the FAC communal kitchen 

has provided insights to understanding the scope and limitations of working 

with grassroots women's organisations on the part of a feminist NCO. It poses 

theoretical questioning to the traditional methodology and pedagogy. Even 

more I it challenges our Dvm theoretical assumptions about power, knowledge I 

education and gender. It has practical implications by forcing ourselves to 

review not only the content of these topics, but also the practices and 

processes that we a s part of external organisations develop in relation to 

grassroots women's organisations. 

While writing this thesis I ha v e faced limitations in my academic training. 

I was missing tools for the evaluation of women's empowerment. They are 

necessary for a ne\\1 understanding of political change ~n which women's 

personal change is essential and has multiple dimensions (abilities. feelings, 

ideas, self-image, identities). Therefore I am proposing the following 

criteria for evaluating women's empowerment from grassroots organisations. 

They must be understood as guideline criteria rather than fixed and/or 

excluding criteria. The criteria have five levels, on each of them I propose 

possible strategies to be further developed: 

4 "Feminism as a mode of analysis relies on the idea that we come to know the wo rld , to change it, 
trough our dai ly activity. The focusing on daily li fe experience makes it clear not only that we are active 
in creating and changing our lives but that reality itself consist of "senses human activity, practice" 
(Hartsock 1981: 36). 

5 "Feminism as a method makes us recognise human activity is also self-changing. A fundamental 
redefinition of the seLf is an integraL part of action for political change. But our selves are social 
phenomena, and take their meaning from the social whole 01 which we are a part . ... The power of a feminist 
method grows out of the fact that it enables us to connect every day life with an analysis of the social 
institutions which shape that Life" (Hartsock 1981: 36). 
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a) Subjective dimens ion6: Reconstructing women's self-images. Validation of 

women's life experiences, intuition, feelings. emotions are crucial elements 

here. This involves bringing women in contact with their inner energy and 

spirituality. 

Strategy : Questioning women ' s i mposed self-image implies workin"g, on women's 

self-confidence, se l f - worth . It also invo lves rediscovering inner energy and 

spirituality. 

b) Physical dimension: To have the power (energy) to make one's own choices 

related to our own bodies (sexua l preference, fertility, parenting) . 

Strategy: Awar eness, reappropr iation and control of our own bodies. 

c) Economic dimensi on: Material and soc ial we l fare. "For women living in poor 

urban areas this me ans basi c services (water, electr icity, sewerage, housing) I 

schoo ls , child- care centres, transport, food supply, in come and medical 

ca re 7 . 

Strategy: Wom en ' s struggle for ,,'ell being. A basic and first reaction of poor 

urb an women is organ ising survival strategies and searching for alternatives 

t o improve th eir economic situation, 'C onun ittees for basic services' are an 

expr ession of this, In poor urban areas of Pe ru, collective actions and 

demands for well-being imply the f ol lowing strategies: 

- social pressur e , negot i at ing. bargaining with authorities to get services; 

- prov iding services themselves; 

- a mixture of both stra tegies where, for example, women provide the labour, 

and the authorities provid e finan c ial and technical support. 

d) Political dimension: Autonomy of women for establishing their own agenda 

ba se d on their own need s , both f or their organisations and for themselves as 

individua l s . Decision making without interfer ence. Personal change is a 

central element of po litical cha ng e aimed at soc ietal transformation . 

Strategy: 'To build up a space in which women's consciousness-raising can take 

place. The analysis and se lf-ref l ection of women ' s life experiences should 

6 1 1m considering the d i mension of spirituality/subjectivity because changes to power r.lation take 
a long time, and the first changes operate at a subjective level (images, emotions). I thus consider this 
dimension to be an important space to worK out our fears, angst and internalised repressions. (Pederson 
1988) . 

7 For Sara Htupek.ile, material welfare and equal access to land, labour . credit training, marketing 
facititl es and public services benefits, are components o f the two first le vel s from a tot.l of five level, 
of wom.n', development criteria (welfare. access, conscientisation, participation, control) (Sara Hlupekile, 
1991151) . 
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lead to social action, changing life practices and concepts. As Harstock has 

concluded, it is not only necessary to understand the roots of our 

powerlessness, the most important thing is to change it (Harstock 1981). 

e) Cultural dimension: Reappropriation of women's identities. ·This involves 

the validation of women's culture, language, experiences, knowledge, 

regardless of race, class, culture, sexual preference, age, etc, 

Strategy: Questioning the oppressive elements of the dominant culture, but 

also of the native cultures, and the way dominant knowledge are constructed. 

In order to value cultur e differences and the nuances based on race, class, 

sexual pre ference , etc. as positive, we need to assume and confront them, not 

neglect them. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE LINKS BETWEEN COMMUNAL KITCHENS AND FEMINIST NGOS 

This chapter presents the analysis of communa l kitchens, feminist NCOs and 

their mutual li nks. It contains four parts. In the first part I will show 

the context tha t ha s inf 1 uenced the re l a t ionship between communa 1 ki tchens and 

feminist NCOs. The second part bears some assumptions about communal 

kitchens, regarding the following aspects: or igins, t ypes, features, and the 

debates existing at the inside of the women's movement in Peru about their 

role. I int end to assess the scope of their empowerment potential by 

revi ewing critically the analysis of feminist NCOs and pointing out some 

flaws, contradictions and cont ributi ons. Th e third - part presents a general 

background of f em inist NC Os . In the fourth part attention will be paid to the 

relationship bet \o,'een femini st NGOs and communa l kitchens I focusing on the 

analysis of women's proje cts and their methodo l ogy . From the literature 

revi ew, I will see to what exte Jlt feminist NGOs can facilitate or limit the 

pot ential of empowerment of grassroots women's organisations . 

3 . 1. Part One : th e Context 

3.1.1. Internat i ona l 

The followin g international events have had impact on the national context: 

a. The \.wmen' s decade, whi c h made way f o r three crucial int e rnational 

conferences (Ne xi co, 1975, Copenhagen, 1980 and Nairobi, 1985. 

h . The econom ic crisi s in Latin America, and the debt problem. 

c . Devel opment approaches in use , and how these affect women. 

Ad a. The wom en's decad e 

Women became part o f the internati onal agenda once the decade was underway and 

due also to the conferences and other meeting spaces it facilitated. The 

decade also mad e an impact on women's visibility in the media, on laws and 

political discu ss ions emanating 1n Peru's instituti ons. Some concrete 

manifestations of this shift 1n government focus, for example, were the 

creation of COTRn! (Comite Tecnico de Revaloracion de la Nujer, 1973) and 

CONAMUP (Comision Nacional de la Nujer Peruana, 1975) . Later on, spaces for 

women to work together in and relate to one another and to the public sphere 

aros e, with t he creation of womenls and feminist NGOs, either along the lines 

of existing NCOs or with n ewly constituted ones. 
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Ad b. The economic criSiS 

The application of IMF policies (reduction of public services, frozen wages, 

elimination of subsidies to main food products) has worsened the living and 

working conditions of people from 101,.,' income sectors. Women's social 

conditions and labour, ei ther productive and/or reproductive ·, have been 

affected drastically, . "'hich leads, among other things, to an extension and 

intensification of female work (Suarez & Vilma Vargas 1985: 151-168). The 

decrease in purchasing capacity and the rise in unemployment, the lack of 

basic services (water, electricity, sewage, health facilities), resulted in 

the fact that women became more visible in the struggle for life. Women 

participated massively ln mobilisations and national strikes, thus 

contributing to Peruvian democracy (Huaman 1985). The collective and working 

activities of grassroots women's organisations took place under these 

circumstances, v.'hich shaped, and also were transformed by them. 

Ad c. Development approaches in use and how these affect women 

COTREM and CONAl'lUP came into being during Velazco's government (1968-1975), 

within the framework of i11tegrating women into development by stressing their 

marginalisation rather thaI) their subordination. This developmental approach 

failed to improve ",'omen's conditions and status. The strategy of 'basic needs 

addressed to the poorest (women ) mainly throughout survival projects (housing, 

food, health)' appeared during the government of APRA (Alianza Popular 

Revolucionaria Americana), communal kitchens being one of them. Feminists 

critical of the assumptions behind this approach affirm that it reinforces the 

existing sexual division of labour, transposing reproductive tasks from the 

domestic to the communal sphere. Women's 'activities' annexed as part of 

their 'natural' tasks are still not properly considered work. The main 

implications of this assumption are that women's income and working conditions 

as contributing factors to improving women's conditions are neglected in the 

conception of this strategy, and women's subordination is ultimately 

reinforced. 

Increased support for women's projects by international cooperation led to an 

~ncrease number of NGOs and the institutionalisation of existing ones. This 

happened just as the economical and political crisis of Peruvian society, 

which rages all, was taking place. 
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3.2. Communal Kitchens 

3.2.1. Origins 

Communal kitchen s are lo ca ted ,n the baniadas s , mostly ,n urban areas of 

Peru. In the cities, between 65% and 75% of th e popUlation live in barriadas. 

Most barriada s la ck ba sic services (wate r, electricity, 

health centres, etc . ), because the fact i s that the state has not provided 

them. The inhabitants of these barriadas continue either struggling to obtain 

them, or demanding them from t he state. Some barriadas have acquired services 

through communal actions. 

Women have always be en present 1n the collective and communal actions 

und er taken since th e orig in of the urb an popular movement in Peru. Since the 

mid Seventie s, women of the popular secto r s play an active role ,n the 

strugg l e f or better livin g condi tions, women's rights and democracy, among 

other demands (Huaman, Vi ll av i cenc i o 1989; Ruiz 1987). Women are the stable, 

constantly available occupants in the barriadas. Wh en a new barriada is 

cre at ed through invasion lit is mainly \,mmen who are present in the whole 

proce ss , staking the homeplace they have chosen'. 

The women's popular movement has roots and linkages with the urban popular 

movement, This is the outcome of a long socia l pro ces s which has had several 

stages. The popular women's mainstream developed littl e by littl e, starting 

from women's gene ral participation to th eir pro tagonic role in the urban 

popular movement, 

Women have organised in diff e rent groups, dev e l oping diff e rent practices and 

rel at i ons . They participate 1n mixed organisa tions, for example a s 

inhabitants demanding or working t owa rds the obtention of basic services (in 

central board s, pro-water, e le ctr i c ity, school, pavement committees, etc.). 

In mixed groups, women usua ll y imp l ement activities and are not leaders. In 

women!s groups (such as corrunittees! mo the rs ! clubs, women's association, 

communal kit chen s) , th ey also have th e scope to be leaders . 

S S ••• I.d. I, tho li ving pl.c. of d •• II ••• ; pov •• ty . nd I.ck .f h.u.lng I. tho c.mm.n .nd g.n ••• 1 
ch.r.cteristlc they share . Barriadas are heterogeneous by the way It Is cruted IS well by the social 
composition (ex-peasants without land. workers mainly from the Informal sector, unemployment, Impoverished 
middle class etc .) and the geog raphical origins of their inhabitants . Barri.das Ire named .lso "pueblos 
jovenes ", UPIS- Popular urbanization of Social int eres t, Pro-housing Association, Huma n Settlement, Invulon 
etc. 

9 Th. squatters of a new ba rriada commit themselves to having at least one member of the family who 
will remain at the new site 24 hou rs a day in order to pre vent being thrown out by the police, end this is 
usuall y done by women. 
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Communal kitchens 10 are part of the women's popular movement, which is an 

important social force and forms part of the broader women's movement in Peru. 

Some communal kitchens have incorporated both class and gender relations in 

their struggle, although thi s is not always clear and sometimes remains 

contradictory . 

Communal kitchens have their onglns ln the 'olla comuno11 (communal pot) 

(Sara-Lafosse 1989: 191). What initially was an issue pertaining only to 

trade unions on strike, be came an issue involving groups of women from the 

barriadas, as a way of counteracting the difficulties of their living 

conditions, stemming fr om their position in society (gender, class and ethnic) 

within the context of the economlC crisis. Communal kitchens are also 

intrinsi cal l y linked with the ancestral Andean practices used for building 

communal services, such as bridges, r oa ds, houses, etc. (Wesemael-Smit 1988). 

After these practices, cooking and drinking together were a tradition catered 

to by women. 

The growing indebtedn ess of Peru and its economlC crisis by the end of the 

Seventies is one of the factors that has moulded and spread the practice of 

founding conununal kitchens'2 as a surviva l strategy. In this context I 

communal kitchens emerged reprodu cing th e exist ing sexual division of labour I 

which places on women' s shoulders th e survival of their families as their 

major re sponsibility. 

3.2 . 2. Definition 

Communal kit chens are grassroots women's organisations 1n which actions of 

producti on, consumption and services are integrated. Women buy and prepare 

food collectively to redu ce food costs. Such kitchens take various forms. 

There are distinct differences according to how they were created and how they 

are run. Many communal kitchens are a product of a collective decision 

related to subsistence and survival and basic family needs. The fact is in 

communal kitchens, women as centres of domestic reproduction have transferred 

their activity from the domestic and individual sphere to the collective and 

10 and al so part of the Peruvian urban popular movement. 

11 Cuip 1987: 5.8. 

12 The firsts communal kitchen appeared at the north and south i the barriadas of Lima, between the 
years 1978 and 1979. 
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public one. This stra t egy has be en in stituti onali sed and promoted by 

international agenc i es and backed by dif fe rent in st ituti ons (religious, 

government , feminist, et c). Some communal ki tchens go beyond this fun cti on, 

taking in to accoun t women's o th er needs and demands and developing a variety 

of activ itie s 13 1n the way of courses, l ect ur es. wo rkshops ~nd seminars, 

grounded on th e group ' s everyday prac t ices. Communa l kitchens have the s cope 

for colle c tive, democ ra tic p r actices (H uaman , Montes, Sara -Lafos se 198 9: 277). 

3.2.3 . Types and Charact e ristics 

Communa l kit chens are diverse and comp lex. There i s no one established model , 

although they can be grouped some wha t loosely into two types, dependent and 

ind ependent communa l kitchens". To analyse the f eat ure s of both types of 

communal kit chens, attention wil l be paid t o: 

a. The kitchen'S mode l of organisa ti on and fun ct i onality 

b. The kitc hen'S relation with outsiders 

c. The kitchen's origins 

a. Th e model of o rg anisation aJld fUJlctionalit y 

Dependent communal kitchens: In to this category fall so ca ll ed fa mil y kit c he n s 

a nd pe ople 's kitchens. Their structu re , funct i ons and management are 

cont rol l ed by PAD (Direct Aid Programme), the gove rnment programme. Sharing 

and r otating of collect iv e ta sks l S l ess common (42%) , compared with 

independent corrununal kit chens (86%); 26% o f dependent communa l kitchens do not 

carry out any othe r activity except cook ing. In except ional cases, their 

maj or act iviti es centre a r ound small incomes (40%) and training (18%). 

Indepe ndent communa I ki t c hens '5: To j Oln an i ndependent communal kitchen 

mean s for women to join a collective strategy with self-government, that 

provides spa ce fo r colle c tive learning, practices and democ racy . These 

a spec t s are expressed by preparing f ood together, having shifts, sharing tasks 

among the member s , holding peri odical and r ota ting elections of leaders 

(Montes, Sara-Lafosse 1989; Gr andon 1987). Ind epende nt communal kit che ns have 

13 On hea lth (education on nutrit ion. re vi ew i ng patterns of consumption and promoting the us. of local 
or national products with the same caloric and protein value), on sexuality (birth control methods, self
confidence, body images) , leadership training, management, commun icat i on, group rol.s , other projects like 
communaL ga rdens , et c. 

14 For more information about communal ki t che ns and autonomy see Van Wes.maei-Smit, 1988. 

lS The glass-cf-mi It programme might be included here but thi s type of women's organisation was created 
as part of the UI '5 municipal programme (United left coalit ion). Alth ough it is relatively autonomous, in 
more than one case women from g lass -at-milk committees ha ve mobili~ed i n fa vour of their incraa$td autonomy . 
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two time s more training ac tivities that dependent communal kitchens (41%). 

Independent communal kitchen s on ly centres 3% of its activities on cooking 

(Huaman 1989: 169). 

b. The relation with outsiders 

Almost all communa l kitchens have links with one or more institutions 

(outsiders), church, state, po litical parties and women's NGOs. The link is 

established through f ood and supply suppo rt and/or through training. 

Political parties from th e government like APRA and AP (Accion Popular) 

established a patron-client relationship . Through State policies dependent 

communal kitchens were promo ted . 

Training: Activities in training and support service playa key role 10 

independ ent kitchens. Organisation and survival are the themes stressed 

(Grandon 1987: 34). Wome n 's mat ters, as a speci fic issue, covers only 6% of 

their activi t ies (Huaman 1989: 167). The main initiative f or training and 

counselling activities comes fr om women thems elves, and in the second place 

from th e church. Ind epe nd ent comnuna l kit chens give training and advisory 

work through their feder a tion s in a propo rtion of 16%, which is the same 

percentage for NCOs. When we compare this with depend ent communal kitchens 

we see t hat a high percentage (51%) does neither advisory services nor 

training . When advisory serV I c es are of fer e d I it I S usually thr ough a 

politi cal party (APRA covers 37 %) . Women play an important role in deciding 

and motivating activities in th e independ ent communal kitchens (Huaman 1989: 

14 6) . 

Support: Huaman's stud y sta tes that independent communal kitchens have 

diversified th e i,' sources of s uppo rt. They are mainly supported by the church 

Carita s with fr ee f ood products (36%), and also got 53% low-price 

products throug h the municipality (during the IU programme in Lima). These 

kitchen s have shown capa c it y to generate self-support for instruments and 

supplie s (with implications f o r women's wo rk and health ) , although political 

parties and government don't r eally provide enough support to them, and 

international food aid has been cons iderably reduced. 

Dependent conmlUnal kitchens get gove r nment support and are better implemented 

with pots and infrastru c tur e, but 73% don't get food aid. Although dependent 

communal kitchens receive mo re material s and outputs, it must be said that 

both kinds of kitchens don't get adequate support for their services 
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(financial, food products, i nst rum en ts and basic serv ices). External support 

covers only 401. of the costs o f a mea l. As a re su lt, women use 5-8 hours per 

day in the production of th e services in 56% of th e communal kitchens (Huaman 

198 9 : 153-1 68). This means it i s basi ca lly women who are sustaining this 

survival s t rategy t hro ugh their creat ivi ty, en ergy , time and work. 

Dependent communa l kitchens were f o rmed by po liti ca l part ies. The communal 

kitchens f ormed by AP were ca ll ed 'fami l y kitchens'; APRA named them 'pe ople's 

ki tchens' . La ter on th ey became part of th e PAD programme. The common 

feature of t hese communal ki tchens is their dependency with political parties . 

The lefti st coaliti on IU (United Left) from the mun icipa lit ies also promoted 

the FOVIDA programme ( Fomento de l a Vi da). The previous programmes appeared 

just bef o r e t he 19 85 -1 986 municipal and presidential elections in Peru 

(Paredes and Te ll o 1988: 185 - 219). 

c. The origins of corrununal kitchens 

Huaman ' 6 (1 989) divided communa l kitchens f r om Li ma >n 1986, into three 

groups according to the year of their founding, and the f ounding agents 

invo lved: th e o l d ( 1979- 198 1 ). t he medium ( 1982 -1983 ) and the recent (19 84-

1986). Within these categories , Huaman disti ngu i s he d between dep endent ( D) 

and i ndependent (I) communa l kitchens. 

I D 

o ld 27.2% 2.4% 
med ium 31, % 8. 15 % 
recent 38% 89.5% 

t o t a l 100.0 100.0 

The above scheme sho,,'s bo th types of communa l kit chen s have increa sed 

different ly. The indep endent communal ki tc hens emerged during the three 

periods with a s li ghtly increas in g tendency , whereas dependent communal 

kit chen s almost d i d not exist in the o ld period but dra s tically increased in 

the recent pe ri od (almost 45 times). 

With regard to the agen t of formation, Hu aman found that independent communal 

kitchens are seen by women as a prod uct of their "own motivation and decision , 

a role that inc r eased in the l ast two peri ods . Although the church was the 

mo st si gnificant source o f mo ti vation in o ld er communal kitch ens, women in 

16 Huaman intended to know i1 th e f ormatio n of new tommunal kitchens was a product of externa l 
initiative (polit ital parties/government , thurch, NG Os, or if they arose from the people's direct needs. 
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such kitchens no longer perceive this presence, saying it was necessity that 

motivated the kitchen's formation. 

Neighbourhood organisations a150 played a role in founding corrununal kitchens I 

when the initiative came from established groups such as mothers' clubs, 

health corrunittees and other neighbourhood-based organisations. In this type 

of organisation, the practices and objectives of communal kitchens go beyond 

cooking (Flores 1989: 134-135). 

The presence of NGOs in the formation of independent corrununal kitchens emerged 

1n the last period (9%) (Huaman 1989: 152). When corrununal kitchens are formed 

by outsiders. their establishment is usually faster. The objectives of a 

given institution, whether it be church, NCO, party, etc. I influence how a 

kitchen is run. Administration and control are the major functions of this 

type of kitchen. in which control is established throUgh a system of sanctions 

(Flores 1989: 135 ) . 

3.2.4. Potentials and limits 

Reviewing literature . differen t authors have referred to the following aspects 

with respect to the po tential of communal kitchens: 

1. Communal kitchens as grassroots women's organisations offer the creation 

of women's space for participation in politics with domestic reproduction as 

a starting point (Sara-Lafosse 1981j; Montes 1989). Such a space allows women 

to share mo re actively in their cOIlU1lUnities, undertake collective learning I 

self-management, learn decision taking skills and leadership, improve 

communication skills, carry out collective exchange of experience, express 

their own ideas and develop democratic and solidarity relations (Cordova and 

Gorriti 1989; Grandon 1987; Ruiz. 1987; Huaman Villavicencio 1989). 

2. Communal kitchens form part of the so called new social movements which 

have developed new types of organisations with a new kind of female 

leadership. This means they have brought a personal dimension into their 

organisations. This personal dimension 1S represented in the following 

aspects: friendship. solidarity and democracy in the struggle for everyday 

life (Vargas 1989). 

3. Another positive aspect is that independent communal kitchens are organised 

at three levels: the basis. the Federation (district and department) and a 

more centralised national commission. The process of becoming centralised 

strengthened the organisation at the base. It mobilised women and made public 

demands be expressed, in relation to state food policies I women's income I 
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autonomy and respect for women's groups17. This process is not yet tot a ll y 

deve loped, but it i s slowly increasing. Its potent ial is that it allows women 

to act as social pressure group with the capacity to mobilise and organise. 

The limi ts of communal kit chen s as a survi val strategy have also been pointed 

out by some authors, esp e cial l y from the feminist movement: 

1. There is a risk that the new collective practices of thi s survival strategy 

reinforce and promote the exist i ng sexual division of labour Backhaus 1988 ) . 

2. Only a sma 11 number of women lead e rs JO l n mixed neighbourhood 

organisations. which are th e proper instances for representation and dec i sion 

taking in regard to community development. These instances a r e still mostly 

under male control and authority. Thus some authors affirm that groups 

constituted by just women ar e only serving to keep women encapsulated (Boggio 

1989) . 

The assumption s about sexua l divisi on of labour and women's domestic work are 

not on l y legitimised within the f amily but a l so in the community. This imp li es 

that the ,",,'ork of ,",,'omen in communal kitchens, since it remains unpaid, is 

undervalued, and ",ill In pra ct ic e onl y transplant this problem fr om the 

domestic t o the publi c s pher e. This survival strategy places on women' 5 

shoulders the r es ponsibili ty fo r providing serv ices which must be demanded of 

the state. and ill ~hi c h males al1d instituti o ns in Peruvian society must share 

(Backhaus 198 8; Anderson 1989). 

3.3. Femini s t NCOs 

3 .3 .1. General background of feminist NCOs 

At the end of the Seventies f our groups'8 of women In Lima formed an informal 

coordinati on (Ru i z 1987: 104). Its members were professional women, some of 

them militant s of leftist parties and disappointed with the working 

methodology of the leftist parties towards women and organisations (Vargas 

1989: 18-1 9). Initially they had a period of discussion and trie d t o acquire 

a common understanding about women's problematic. At this time they placed 

feminist issues on the Peruvian pub lic agenda (Vargas 1989). By the time of 

the Second Latin American and Caribbean Feminist Encounter in 1981 , the 

coordination had divided into two streams. The differences concentrated on 

17 The National Coordination negot i ated that members of communal kitchens Ilso members of PA1T 
(Governmental Aid Program for Te mporary In come) could participate In cooki ng shifts without losing the day's 
PlY· 

18 These groups were Flora Tristan , Ma nuela Ramos, Alimuper, Frente Socia Lista de Hujeres. 
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the question of which aspe ct to pri or itise in women's projects: gender or 

class. The discussion still goes on and shapes the projects and images of 

feminists and non-feminist s alike. 

The next moment In the formation of a feminist movement was ' named 'the 

encapsuling period' (1981-19 83). This meant internal discussions and the 

elaboration of a theoretical fram ev,,1Qr k wit the main ideas of Peruvian feminism 

(Vargas 1989). For this reason it was an important period. 

The next period (1984-1986) was an opening of feminist groups to the public 

and political arena. By then many grassroots women's organisations were 

active and working from lo ca l to regional and national levels . Feminist 

organisations began to work "ith popular women's organisations, with the 

notion of a shared solidarity, but their methodology as well as their starting 

point f or working (gender instead of class) did not really match those of 

lower class women, who had to cope with poverty in the first instance; "The 

protagoni c role of women in the barriadas, questioned the type of relationship 

of the fem i nist movement with the women's movement" (Ruiz 1987: 117). 

Among feminist groups there are d i ff e rence s in size, actions or 

inst itutional ised groups and reglons. Only 51nce the late Eighties have 

femini st NGOs re cogn is ed the needs of popular women, and step by step the 

cooperation between th ese two women's mains treams is fitting together. 

3.3.2. Debates about communal kitch ens 

One of the major debates concerning conununa l kitchens is in relation to the 

practices they developed. According to Grandon, there are two streams of 

thought and action", both of whi c h are extremes: the first overlooks women's 

protagonism in the conununal kit che ns (Colectivo Feminista El Zorro de Abajo, 

N. 5, 1986, Barrig 1986 in Grandon 1987), the second one glorifies it (some 

promotors and collaborators). 

The first one devalues the centra lis a tion of practices that communal kitchens 

use to solve survival problems, although all forces of communal kitchens aim 

to do so. This perspective views communal kitchens as efficient mechanisms 

to alleviate poverty. It considers only practices linked with strategic 

19These approaches are expla ined in Grandon et al, 1987 . 
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gender objective s. This means that this stream doesn't view women 1n regard 

to other systems of oppression like class, ethnic, etc., although they say the 

opposite. Since women have diff erent interests, negating them means not 

accepting the legitimati on of these different interests women have according 

to their differeJlt insertions in society. 

The sec ond one 1 S regarded overly optimistic. It sees in the maSSIve 

multiplication of women's popular organisations and new practices like 

communal kitchen s alternative characteristics that will change gender 

relations at home. According to Grandon, these analysts only see what they 

wish to see, rather than the reality of the organisations. Grandon considers 

that both views don't adjust t o reality. She finds the causes of both these 

approaches are, in th e first case, remaining distant from the process and 

traject o ry of conununa l kitchens, and ignorant of the mea ning women themselves 

give to their o ..... 'n struggles and participation. In the second case, she 

believes objectivity has been lost because promotors and supporters make their 

anal ysis with a deep emotional compromise which distorts their judgement. 

In relation to the debates about the sexual division of labour in communal 

kitchens, Backhaus (1988: 11,6- 183) has id entified thre e opinions about the 

kit c hen s : 

a. Corrununal kitchens as a ne'V.' organisat i ona l practice they have somewhat 

changed traditional roles (women are ecollomic providers; they save time; they 

give l ess personal attention to preparing food for their partners). 

b. Communal kit chens are a new and different way o f organising domestic tasks 

collectively, without affecting the sexual division of labour. Domestic tasks 

are more recognised and valued as a result. It could lead to a change of roles 

between men and women, 

c. The conununal kitchens are an extens i on of domestic tasks from the family 

to the community. Women's ",'ark i s organised around communal services. 

3.4. Links between communal kitchens and feminist NGOs 

Communal kit chens are, for feminist NGOs, a source for research, actions, 

organisations and policies, but also a source of confrontation with respect 

to feminist theory, practices and methodology. To analyse Peru's feminist 

methodol ogy implie s an analysis of popular education. In the following part 

I will refer t o the definitions, limits, methodology of popular education and 

its common aspects and differences with feminist methodology. 
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3.4.1. Popular Education 

"Popular education" 1S a form of critical pedagogy that 
accompanies a process of self-discovery; when people discover 
their own capacity to challenge collectively the forces that 
oppress them , and to transform their o~n reality, starting from 
their own interests and constructing their own alternatives 
(Doris Marshall Institute 1985). 

According to the van Leer FOUlldation, popular education is a process geared 

towards the transformation of society. Its basic premise lies in the 

perception of the nature and role of education. It perceives education as not 

neutra1 20 . but rather participatory. It must involve self-reflection and 

critical thought about the individual and society . When the foundation states 

that popular education is political and c l ass oriented, it implicitly wants 

to li nk analysis with social action. 

The methodological principle of popular education related to education is that 

it considers edu ca tion as an activity based on a group process of 

conSClousness raising, with tll€ aim of enabling the participants ( learners) 

to understand the realitie s of the societies in which they are living, For 

such purposes this methodology involves the following techniques: games, 

theatre, puppet si10 v.'s, role plays and , most import.antly, participants' own 

experiences, 

Why popular education? Because ~orking with grassroots organisat ions makes 

us realise that class as well as gender are equally valid aspects shaping the 

experiences and identities of working-class women, Popular education focuses 

its analysis of power relations based mainly on class and ethnics as an effort 

to validate the knowledge, experiences, language, and cult ure of working class 

people. Feminism also focuses its analysis on gender (and class) relations. 

I think for working with grassroots women's organisations it is helpful to 

apply a methodology that takes into account elements of the popular education 

and feminist methodology according to the participants' specific context. As 

I intend to show they are not opposed but rather can complement each other. 

CEM has applied both "'hen working with women around self-confidence. In 

relation to gender, feminist methodology has developed excellent principles, 

and even games, to question dominant assumptions about women's sexuality and 

help women get to know their OWll bodies and sexuality, to explore, love and 

20 When the Foundation Bernard van leer claims education is not neutral it means a pedagogy that 
considers the learning process from the point of view of the oppressed, which is "the point of view - the 
social reality - of the learners, as oppo!>ed to teaching from the point of view of the teachers as 
representative of authorities (dominant know l edge]" (Newsletter, 1990: no. 57, 1) . 
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hav e better control of their own bodies. In relation to class and community 

organisation , I find th e games and techniques deve lop ed by popular education 

useful f or questioning and analysing authoritarian leadership and group 

conflicts . 

My maln critique of popular education is its male bias. It does not 

acknowledge hi erarc hies and unequal relations between males and females of the 

working class; behind the term 'p eop le' are subsumed the specificity of 

working class women . This ha s practica l consequences, because it does not 

consider social actions that can challenge and even come to modify 

asymmetrical gender relati ons . On the other hand, not all streams of feminism 

acknowl edge in theory and practice the presence of powe r relations based on 

hierarchie s among women. Due t o the efforts of bla ck feminist writing and 

feminist s from the South, diversity and contrasts among women are now being 

taken mo re int o consid eration. Cur rent ly there is a tendency in feminist 

writing to value diversity as positive. 

3.4.2. Element s for a comparative analysis between the methodologies of 

feminism and popular education in Peru 

Feminist Method o l ogy 

a) It is gender oriented; 

b) It states pOwer relations are related t o asyrrunetrical gender relations; 

c) It is an atti tud e and a conception of life; 

d) Consciousness raISIng I S focused on gender relations; 

e) It considers indi vidual and group r efl ect ion and the analysis of 

women ' s own experIences as part of the process of consciousnes s 

rai s ing ; 

f) It attempts to validate the kno,,'ledge, expenences, emotions and 

fe e ling of women in genera l, not of a specific group of women; 

g ) It seeks to enable women to be aware of their situations and status 1n 

s oc ieties and to act upon their reality. 

Popular Education Method ology 

a) It is political and class oriented; 

b) It states power relations focus on class inequalities; 

c) It i s a way of doing thi ng s; 

d) Consciousness rai si l1 g centres on class relations; 

e) It seeks groupal, not individua l analysis of realit y . 

Self refle ction of experlences IS a crucial element. Collective 
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discussion allows finding co ll ective options; 

f ) It seeks to validate the knowledge, experiences, language, values and 

culture of working clas.s people 

g) It enables disadvanta ge d people to analyse their own life in order to 

interact better with their environment and to be aware of their 

pos ition in society. 

3 .4.3 . Feminist methodology 

Pedersen points out the methodological princip les the feminist methodology and 

popular education have in common: 

MTo create learnin g spaces, t o break with authoritarian 
education, to ha ve wom en's problems and experiences be a point of 
departure, to establish democratic and horizonta l relations, t o 
stimulate processes of ref l ec tion and awareness and to seek out 
the active participation of the parti c ipants· (Pedersen 1987: 57 
in A. Backhaus 1988: 94). 

Pedersen adds that in feminist work the con~onality between participants and 

facilitators 15 the shared condition of margination and subord ination, 

although there may be class and ethnic differences among them. 

In programmes for women' 5 training, the differences among women - how class 

and ethni c al-ticulate ""ith gender incite on the interaction between 

participants and facilitat ors. Pedersen supports analysing the role of 

individu a l subjectivity in educational prog rammes of feminist NGOs: 

When dealing wi th th e r o l e of the capacitator, the follo wing 
elements cannot be overlooked : the relationship between giving 
and re ce iving , po~er. assistencialism, privileges, the sense of 
guilt, o ral and body language (Pedersen 1988: 233). 

For me this means the analysis of one ' s o"m assumptions about po'Wer 1n 

relation to class and ethnics, education, conflicts . 

Backhau s (1988) made a significant evaluation of women's promotion projects 

in Lima, criticising the lack of gender dimensions in projects for women's 

promotion. She interviewed 337 women from three t ypes of projects: communal 

kitchens, income generating projects and feminist training. Backhaus states 

that in the objectives of communal kitchens and income generating projects, 

what is necessary is to link women ' s more pressing needs, such as food income, 

housing, with those that have to do with their condition as women, like self

este em and social spaces of their own. The prob lem she identifies is that 

there is a tendency to look at female roles per se, even on a broader scale, 

but without really questioning th ese roles and how they affect women. For 
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this author, f eminist training must always have the perspe c tiv e of change and 

seek integral deve l opment of it s trainees. Pedersen has pointed out some 

limitations in the femini st me thodology of the groups she studied . One is the 

ab sence of examining proper ly and with the due respect the differences among 

women. The need t o be pedagogic and direct leads feminists many times to 

oversimplifying explanations. Th e r e i s also the hidden taboo of the subject 

of ra cism and ethnic differences, s urround e d in secrecy and fear. 

Another asp e ct is the need to prov ide a space , and to have respect for women's 

learning processes. Thi s in c l ud es time f o r questioning and self and group 

analysis , which means not inte rfe ring as much as possibl e in the process of 

creating kn ow l edge, and always bei ng aware that educators ar e not neutral and 

bring with them the ir own authority and values. 

The potentials of f emini st methodology as affirmed by Pedersen (1988: 232), 

la y in its creativity to question author i ty, t o validate women's personal 

experience and build a bridge among women from different se c tors. 

Feminis ts are viev.'ed by participants as committed to a feminist proposal on 

individual and po litical l evels. Feminists in the first instan ce are working 

in sp ire d by their o\m subordinat i on, and fr om this should stem their 

so li dari ty with grassroots orga 11i sa tion s. 

Another i mportallt aspect tha t Pederse 11 concluded was that the feminist groups 

were do ing a permanent self -reflect i on and se lf-criti c i sm as part of their 

process of building up a f eminist met hodology. 

3.5. Conclus ions 

I would like t o mention that wom en's participation 1n survival s trategies has 

contribut ed to confront in g the col lec t i ve conditions of women's subordination 

and oppression and have l ed to the f ormulati on of valid opinions on behalf of 

women th emse lv es re ga rding their s ituati on. 

The methodology of femini st NCOs also has potentials and limitations . 

Feminist NGOs are in condition to contribute to women' s gender awareness, 

since they have deve l oped methodo l ogy for con sc iousness raising 1n relation 

to gender (C rand on 1987: 47) . But this happens in theory . In practice 

feminist methodo l ogy ha s to cons id e r the cha llenge of including the 

differ ences among women, and g i ve eno ugh space and time for the experiences 

of grassroots women to al so be prese nt in the consciousness raising process 

and the produ ct i on of kn ow l edge (Pede rsen 1988: 101 ) . 
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The phenomenon of communal kit chens has opened the debate to new sectors of 

Peruvian society abou t new and old i ss ues like gender relation s , the pla ce of 

feminism on the political agenda. ethnic re lati ons, th e col1e ct iv isa~ion of 

domes ti c wo rk , the sexual division of la bour, etc. 

The practic es and relati ons \o.'omen from feminist NCO s and from grassroots 

organisat i on establish among themselves are influenced by international 

politics and by the specific socio-economic and cultural context of Peru, 

which is als o a political i ssue, 

There i s a nee d to prov id e major, or at least more financial and material 

support and training for \.mmen in c ommunal kitchens. in order to alleviate the 

burden of thi s work and fa c i litate gender awareness. 

Communal kitchens are spaces create d by the participants themselv es, and they 

have their own potential and limitat i ons . Grassroots women's organisations 

allow women to develop their s kills and express th eir id eas and feelings, 

articulate their demands. tak e decisions and dev elop leadership qualities. 

Th ey also provide all opportunity to questio n gender roles, norms and values. 

However, the i r limited scope and the relatively short time in which they have 

functi oned do not enable the women ascribed to them to deeply transform the 

prevailing sexual divisi on of labour . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CASE STUDY: A WORKING EXPERIENCE OF A FEMINIST NGO 

WITH A GRASSROOTS WOMEN'S ORGANISATION 

This chapter has two objectives. Th e first 1S to present and analyse the 

impact of CEN's21 ",'orking experience, as a feminist NGO, with the communal 

kitchen of th e women's group FA C22 , by pointing out empower1ng and 

d~sernpowering factors. The second objective is to assess the scope and 

potential for linking popular education within a feminist perspective, as a 

working methodology for grassroots organisations, used by CEM. Because 

through training feminist NGOs establish ties with grassroots organisations, 

feminist methodology is an important component in the- analysis of their mutual 

relationship. Members of both groups have been asked how they perceive the 

relationship between FAC and CEM. 

4.1. Actors and social setting 

There were two types of actors in this experience: members of CEM, who I will 

call facilitators, alld lnelnbers of the co~nunal kitchen Fanny Abanto Calle, 

whom I will refer to as participants. They were not homogeneous groups of 

women. On the contrGl~y. thel'e were big differences between the groups, 

although similarities as well. I also will describe the characteristics of 

the plac e and the ecollomical, po litical and social situation. 

4.1.1. Facilitators 

CEM's composition ",'as heterogeneous: there were students from the local 

university, secondary school t eachers and public servants. It had ten members 

in total, five J,."ho were directly involved working with the corrununal kitchen 

during the first years. The five of us were students from the local 

university who attended two faculties, sociology (4) and nursery school 

studies (1). We were mestizas, middle and low middle-class women, the latter 

with a working class family background. Our ave rage age was 25; only two 

members were married and had children. Most of us where from the surrounding 

region, living in the centre of Chiclayo. Three of us lived in the oldest 

21 As I mentioned in Chapter One, the "Woman" Study Centre CEM worked in Chiclayo, to the north of 
Peru. in the Barriada "EL Bosque" between the years 1982-1989 . 

22 fanny Abanto Calle is the name 01 women's group and not of the communal kitchen. In order to avoid 
confusion J am refe rring to FAt as the communal kitchen, because CEM is also a women's group. 
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Barriadas 23 incorporated to the town centre. 

4.1.2. Participants 

All the participants were 'vwrking-class women living 1n the barriada El 

Bosque24 . Most of them were migrants of Andean roots from different rural 

areas 10 northern Peru. The women were between 25-40 years old, and most had 

between one and five children. Five from this barriada attended the first 

meetings. Later on, the group grew to 20 members, and by 1990 the corrununal 

kitchen had 50 members. The number of participants varied according to the 

country's socio-economic situation and to the specific organisational period 

in the life of the group (i.e. if the socio-economic problems increased, the 

number of members increased). When the group was organised. two of the women 

who became leaders were also at that time leaders of their neighbourhood 

central organisation. 

4.1.3. Characteristics of the place 

The barriada "El Bosque" is l ocated 111 the District La Victoria (Chiclayo-

Pe ru) . "El Bosque" was created on the 14th of December of 1978, during a 

period of many invasions taking pla~e in the province of Chiclayo at the end 

of the Seventies. It was the only place where squatters were allowed to stay 

after a long struggle. They came from poor rural areas in the north of Peru 

to the cities near the coast. No,,' there are approximately 1000 families 

living there who do not have basic services of electricity and sewerage and 

who get water from only two fountains (one of them built by the women of FAC). 

The place can be reached by bus . 

4.1.4. Socio-economic and political context 

Here I refer to two important factors in Peru between 1982 and 1988, which 

made an impact on the course of this working experience. One was the 

increasing economic crisis of the Eighties, an~ the second the application of 

two state prograrrunes, PAIT and PAD. Both were discussed in Chapter Three. 

Here I will limit myself to analysing the impact of both issues on the work 

between CEM and FAC. 

23 These barriadas already had aLL basic services, incLuding schooLs, transportation and parks. 

24 Hy first contact with inhabitants of "EI Bosque" was in 1978, when they asked support from FEDEPJOl 
(Departmental Federation of Pueblos Jovenes 01 lambayeque). By then I was chairperson of my own barriada 
"San Hartin" and leader of FEDEPJOl. In 1982. as coordinator of CEH, 1 established institutional working 
relations with women from "EI Bosque ". 
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4.2. CEM: Centro de Estudios "Mujer" 

CEM started as an action group of t en people, with some other part-time 

collabora tors . It was founded on the 10th of February, 1980. In the 

structural organisation of cnl we can distinguish two levels: the General 

Assembl y (all members) and the Board (f ive members), constituted for five 

posts as £0110\.,.'5: coordinator, sub-coordinator, economic secretary, secretary 

for minutes and archive, and secretary for press and public relations. The 

work was done basically in Ghic la yo. The GEM office was located in the town 

centre of Ghiclayo (capital o f the d epartment of Lambayeque ). 

We divided ourselves int o five working team s . It is important to consider 

that GEM was a small action group attempting to undertake its internal proces s 

through discussion and sharing of testimonies and exp'eriences. We were trying 

to int e rnally homogenise the members' per cep tion of women's situation, 

criteri a for working with WDlnell, establishing priorities and strategies. but 

we never defined or lab el led what we were trying to accomplish . It was a 

painful and joyful experience. Painful because 1n the exchange of life 

exp eriences (individual, political, sexual, etc.) we encountered many examples 

of male power over warnell , and un covere d many in stances of previous control and 

manipulation . This practice is inst it utiona lised throughout almost every 

"serious" ill stitution of society. I t was j oyfu l becaus e we were constructing 

a space with our o~n hand s and that we could cont r o l . We were reall y fighting 

f or our autonomy. 

We perceived ourselves as group independent from political parties, the state 

or other in stitutions. Political militancy was accepted if this did not mean 

using GEM for other purposes than its institutional ones. Most of us had 

experienced manipulation, male arrogance, and the neg lecting of women's 

problems as fundamental problems of society. We had l ots of discussion in 

order to define our work with women. By then, working for and with women was 

considered by th e lefti st political parties a s a distraction from other 

fundamental problems, and as a way of dividing the poor instead of working 

towards change or revoluti on. 

We wanted to work differently from leftist organisations, not trying to 

control or manipulate the wome n but allowing them to think and make their own 

choices 1n the process. We did not want to push th em into accelerating their 

own process . We also disagreed with the discourse of the left which used 

abstract categories to codify daily life. People don't understand about 
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categories, people live concrete lives, There 1S more potential in working 

from the starting point of people's lives than from abstract categories. 

We centred our work and resources around women of the Fanny Abanto Calle, and 

developed different projects and activities. We also worked together with 

several groups at departmental and regional levels. In general CEM's working 

areas were education, organisation and public relations. Some activities 

were broadcasting a radio progranune, holding workshops and developing training 

projects. We had a division of internal tasks but tried to rotate some 

responsibilities , ie, representing CEM 1n meetings, joining training 

workshops. Also seminar courses in the capital were assumed by different 

members of CEM. 

4.2.1. Objectives of CEM 

The main objectives of CEM were: 

a) To promote the discussion of women's problems 1n a specific context, 

locally, regionally, nationally and internationally; 

b) To contribute to strengthening women by supporting their organisations 

and the events these carried out; 

c) To dra.' projects and plans that could lead to fulfilling our 

objectives; 

d) To look for dialogue with other institutions and organisations with the 

aim of promoting the knowledge about our own problems as women, and as 

a way of exchanging and learning from other experiences,; 

e) To express our standpoint by making declarations about important local, 

regional, national or international issues about women's interests; 

f) To publish a bulletin (Book of minutes CEM 1981: 4). 

4.3. Historical background of the "Fanny Abanto Calle" women's group 

When CEM members visited community leaders and some women 1n "El Bosque" in 

1982, there was no women's organisations 25 in operation. The central 

neighbourhood leading committee was partially active, among them two female 

leaders. Then our strategy, step by step, was the formation of a women's 

group, which was founded in 1982. 

In the first year participants developed activities focusing on raising funds, 

25 Although at the time "El Bosque" was founded there was a women's committee that had supported the 
actions of the neighbourhood organisation to stay in the place. 
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getting health services and orgallisations (first aid , medical attention, the 

popular medicine cabinet). The women's group FAC had already set down the 

incorporation and formation of a communal kitchen to their activities one year 

later. As Juana expressed 1n her own words: 

It was a Rotary Club grou p that wa s working with the parish that 
loca ted us, they came and told us they needed people who' were 
organised to run a dining r oom, we didn't know anything about the 
children's dining rooms , bu t wh a t we did know for sure was the 
urgent need our children had of being feed, and we accepted their 
offer. Juana, participan t . 

Founding a communal kit chen to care f or children was an outside motivation 

that found echo in the nutriti onal needs of women in "E} Bosque" and their 

families . The communal kit chen began "'ith twenty members, and now has fifty. 

Like many independ ent communal ki tc hens, in the beginning they used resources 

belonging to their membe rs, like a room, pots, the kitchen itself, 

instruments , et c. La te r on the church donated a kitchen . 

The population of "El Bos qu e " ha ve built the communal house together, in which 

the women o f th is communa l kit chen dev el op their activities. At first the 

communal kitch e n \o,'a5 perc e ived by participants and facilitators as one more 

acti v it y , but i t soon bec ame th e ma in ac t iv it y whi c h con s umed most of the time 

and ene rgy of th e women's gr oup . CEN he l pe d FAC' s communa 1 ki tchen to deve lop 

other a c tivitie s like a communa l garden, cour se s about primary health care, 

nutriti o n, traini ng for l e adersh ip . s kills a bout communication and radio 

programme s . ",'ork s hops on body a ..... 'a r e nes s, se xuality, self-esteem, etc. As it 

happens in the FAC communa l kitc he n , ma ny women wh o joined literacy and 

leadershi p traini ng prog r alTunes a re nOl< lead e r s of the group and of the 

community. 

With the formati on of this wom en's group, its members created a space for 

women's parti c ipa tion. The proc e s s of running their own organisation and 

learning collective pra c tices, c an be seen as a potential for women's 

empowerment . 

4.4. Interaction of feminist NCO with the grassroots women's organisation 

4.4.1. Objectives of CEM for Fanny Abanto Calle 

General objectives: 

a) To support the effor ts and initiatives that women from "El Bosque" made 

1n ord e r t o get o rga nised and take action in their community; 

b) To raise c on SC lOUSll es s among women in this group about their personal 
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situation, within a broader socia-political context; 

c) To support and link the survival strategies of women from this area 

with their own organisational process. 

d) To validate the knowledge, experlences and culture of women from 

popular sectors. 

Specific objectives 26 : 

a) To develop activities enabling women to develop self-confidence; 

b) To provide channels through which women can exercise and develop 

analysis and decision making skills. 

experiences here is a key element; 

Self reflection of women's 

c) To provide a space where women could express and formulate their ideas, 

feelings and needs; 

d) To motivate \I.'omen positively to assume active membership and leadership 

within the group and amongst the community. 

Around organisation. survival and feminist topics. activities were developed 

for and with women in FAC, mainly covering the following themes: hea lth, 

sexuality , family planning, self-worth , leadership, small income generation, 

gender and political conSClousness, women's rights and women's roles in 

Peruvian hist ory. 

These working themes ",1ere developed through \owrkshops, lectures, informal 

talks, group discussions and community activities. Our methodological 

strategy involved methods and techniques of popular education within a 

feminist perspective. Themes were implemented with the help of group dynamics, 

games, theatre , informal visits and talks . 

There are three phases of the existence of CEM. In the first phase there were 

between ten to fifteen members who held several meetings and organised several 

activities In the to\om centre. Consciousness raising through internal 

discussion and exchange of life experiences characterised this beginning. 

During the second phase the most important aspect of CEM's work was moving to 

the barriadas. The third phase was to strengthen CEM's support for the FAC 

communal kitchen (this ~~ thesis is about the second and third phases). 

The priority of CEM was to build up women's 'groups as a way of contributi~g 

to strengthening the women's movement. We were inspired by the existence of 

26 while .... orking we could make our objectives more specific as we were influenced by feminism and 
popular education, in what they referred to women's self-empowerment. 
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other movements (labour, settlements). We were aware of the difficulties 

women encountered in reaching the town centre. We didn't stop working in the 

town with i.e. our radio programme, but it was not a priority. For us it was 

a growing and learning experience to move to the barriada. By this time 

within our idea of constructing the women's movement was that we_wanted to see 

women speaking about themselves, speaking at meetings, organising and 

convincing others and breaking with their silence. 

In the beginning the field work with the FAC communal kitchen was done 

directly by five CEM members; gradually two took it over. The training was 

done by the other three, and they shared work over health issues, 

consciousness raising, education and child care. Child care and the selection 

and preparation of the games were rotated for the first meetings. Training 

was discussed by the whole group during CEM's weekly meeting, in which 

advances and obstacles were also evaluated. These meetings were in two parts; 

one referred to CEM's work (administrative matters and collective discussion 

of a theme) and the second part was an evaluation about FAC and what the next 

working step would be. 

In general \o.'e perceived that our personal, organisational and political 

experiences had marked u.s. This led U5 to make contact with women at 

grassroots levels, searching for alternative ways of constructing a women's 

movement, searching for change. Ny early experlence contributing to the 

centralisatiol127 of the settlers's movement was a personal stimulus. As a 

group we felt that ,,'e had a role to play in the process of building the 

women's movement by supporting grassroots organisations in their empowerment. 

With the emergence and strengthening of women's groups we could later work 

towards the centralisatioll of the women's movement. 

4.5. Building an Empowering Methodology 

4.5 . 1. Origins 

There are three aspects that can help explain the origins of CEM ' s 

methodological principles. First there is the personal background of the 

members and our posterior experlence. We had organisational experience and 

skills by having worked earlier in students organisations, cultural clubs, 

Christian community group bases, barriadas providing health campaigns, 

27 It is the process of organising grassroots settlers' organisation from the local level to a second 
and third level i.e Federation (provincial, departmental, regional) and Confederation or national 
coordination. 
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organising cultural activities or being members and/or leaders of these 

organisations. Most of the members also had political experience. When GEM 

started we had already started a process of questioning the methodology and 

practices of leftist and aid organisations in relation to their work with 

women in grassroots organisations (i.e. imperialism as a starting'point of the 

analysis of working class women rather then women's experiences). We needed 

to understand these two aspects (political and organisational skills) within 

a context of Latin American societies with deep inequalities. Social 

practices in this situation acquired political connotations. 

Secondly there was the influence of popular education. GEM members from the 

beginning of the Eighties got training 1n the principles, methods and 

techniques of popular education "'hich influenced GEM's work with FAG . 

A third factor was the influence of feminism. 

biggest feminist groups were set up 1n the 

literature and practices had grow1ng impact 

In the Eighties two of the 

capital of Peru . Feminist 

on Peruvian society. They 

influenced CEM clearly to acquire feminist literature, discuss it and relate 

it to the experiences of its members, and motivated CEM to attend feminist 

workshops and events. 

4.5.2 The methodological principles of GEM's work 

Within the methodological principles of CEM \oJe can recogn1se the common 

elements of feminist methodology and popular education mentioned in Chapter 

Three. 

a) To build up a women's space. This means a physical space were women 

can find support, solidarity and courage. We believe that there is a 

legitimate need for working-class women to become organised in order to 

break with their isolatiol1 and their silence. 

b) The knowledge of v.'Olllen, their exper1ences, emotions, need to be 

considered in the process of organisation and consciousness raising of 

working class "'omen. Self reflection based on own experiences is a 

central element. 

c) Autonomy 1n our "'ark, autonomy from political, state and religious 

organisations. This does not mean that we were not open to dialogue 

and that we didn't coordinate specific activities with other 

organisations . Our autonomy was ideological. We wanted to have 

organisational independence, to take decisions on our own and allow 

others to make their 0\<.'11 choices. We wanted to prevent external 

interferences and manipulation. In other words, we were against co

optation. 



d) To promote the self confidence of wome n (pa rti c ipants and facilitators ) 

by facilitating ques tioning of the negat ive value about themselves that 

mos t women have int e rna lised fr om society. We worked from the 

convict i on that women had to learn to va lue their own id eas , emotion s , 

fe e lings and experiences, that they ha ve the right to have their own 

spa ce . We considered se lf- esteem as a basic element to reconstruct 

women's subjectivity i n a positive way. We have to consider here 

Peruv ia n society which i s not only patriarchal but also sexist, racis t 

and classist. 

e) To motivate women's active parti c ipation 1n their groups and 

communit i es. 

4.5 . 3. Pra ct ic e as a learning process 

In th e first meetings ""ith the ..... 'om en of FA C we met with silent women who just 

nodded t heir heads when they agreed or disagreed with what said . Only two or 

three of them were able t o express their ideas clearly. Therefore the first 

thing we fi gu red out ,,'as th at wome n need to speak out. They need as a 

pre co nditi on self-confid enc e, and to feel tha t we respected them, their ideas, 

space and their o,,'n rh ythm. They need ed to feel that their opinions and 

thought s were i mpo rtant. 

Another aspect of our work was conS Clousness rals1ng of women, placing women 

as subjects, as poi nt s of depart ure relat ing to othe rs and analising their own 

real iti es. From this analysis we tr ied to l et them per ce i ve the link of their 

own situati on with the communi ty ' S o ..... 'n s it uat i on, analysing corrununity problems 

and placing them wi thin the wider context of Peruvian society . From here they 

were en couraged to find alternat ives . To facilitate the analysis of their own 

problems and the decision making process is what we per ce ived as autonomy . 

Self-confidence, the ability to speak out, autonomy, and consciousness raising 

are not isolated i ssues. On t he con trary, t hey are closely interrelated and 

overlapping. Sometimes we have worked them out simultaneously, other times 

consecutive l y, but basically we sta rted al ways by dealing with self-esteem. 

Those are elements o f empowerment as a le a rning process. 

4.5.4. Analy s i s of the experience 

I am considering th e four basic e l ements mentioned above for the analysis of 

the experi ence f ocus ing in the methodology. To stimulate the participants' 

self-confidenc e we used games at the beginning, and paid close attention to 
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their atti tudes and their words. Through games they introduced themselves and 

spoke of their motivati on and expectations in joining the group. Thus we 

figured out what the parti cipants wanted to share and how we could support 

them in their needs and expectat i ons. 

At first we asked them not to introduce themselves but the woman sitting next 

to them (name, address, number of children, etc.). The following time we 

asked them to do the same but now listening more carefully, presenting her 

with respect and enthusiasm and adding more information (what she likes: food, 

hobb ies, values, etc.). The participants felt freer talking about other 

people: introducing a neighbour was le ss uncomfortable than presenting 

themselves to the whole g roup. For the introduction game women did not have 

to stand at first, or go to the midd l e of the room. I have to say that going 

to the mid dle of a room to talk to th e rest was not an easy task for women, 

but the y could find confidence. respect , and warmth in a friendly atmosphere. 

and even tually they were able to do so . We publicly congratulated the women 

on their efforts and progress. Another technique used was sitting in a 

circle. which also included CEM members. We didn't have special places. It 

was very importallt for us to let the €Ilergy of women flow in this way, to look 

to our faces and bodies. to fe e l connected. We knew hierarchies could block 

instead of facilitate WOlnen's participation. 

Games were pla ye d at every subseqU€llt meeting . 

in them. This was impo rtant because games 

Facilitators also took part 

reduced th e tens ion between 

participant s and facilitat o rs, and also among participants themselves. 

Another way of reducing the distance between the women was using games with 

physical contact. Games were implemented gradually in order to motivate 

participants to develop their abilities (i.e. speak out). We encouraged women 

to voice their ideas and disagreements. and ", .. hen there were questions we 

listened carefully. This was an exerClse in which they could identify with 

each other. We facilitated women to speak out with self-confidence, because 

we saw that in grassroots orgailisatioJ1S as well as in formal organisations, 

to speak is to have power. Another reason is that Peruvian society is mainly 

an oral society. 

Regularly, but not systematically. we were evaluating the participants' 

progress by means of how the image they projected, their posture, physical and 

emotional attitudes. articulation. confidence, embarrassment, etc. For 

consciousness raising we considered the participants point of view. This means 
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that the analysis of their situation starts with their own life, Not from 

categories such as the left has traditiona lly "made conscious", speaking about 

imperialism, capitalism, abstract categories rather than speaking about the 

work women do in everyday life, With participants we talked about their long 

working hours, about the violence of their husbands, the importance of being 

organised and l earning, But by changing their lives, individual ~ctions are 

not enough to change oppressive and hierarchical relations. A community 

should seek collective alternatives to its problems rather then to seek 

individual so l utions, Therefore we used the methodology of popular education 

for reflecting on peoplets own experiences and taking alternatives. We wanted 

them to apply this and change their own lives and realities, being agents of 

change rather than pas s ive act ors, 

By autonomy we mean letting people mak e their own choices . Considering this 

criteria women themselves decided the name of the group28 and the kind of 

organisation they wanted to form19 , 

Out of four aspects - self-confidence, the ability to speak out, autonomy and 

consciousness raising - we later applied to a project on l eadership training 

and promoted women's active memb e rship. 

The Meetings 

The women's group constituted by GEN and FAG held a weekly general meeting, 

The first half hour women played a group game In order to break tensions and 

facilitat e their integration and participation. The following hour of the 

meeting was used for a l ecture on a topic previously chosen by the women 

themselve s, In the last hour we discussed aspects related to the communal 

kitchen as well task distribution (i,e, sh ifts for cook ing or wo rking in the 

communal garden), The meetings were planned with the head of the FAG communal 

kitchen, who als o had a weekly meeting to prepare the weekly assembly, Before 

the meeting they would prepare it in order to be ab le to lead the meeting by 

themselves, 

Contradi ctions and disagreements also occurred during the meetings, It was 

very important for all of them to talk or say something, to agree or disagree. 

28 Women themseLves proposed, d iscu ssed and decided the name of the group, Th e suggest ions were: Virgen 
Haria. HicaeLa Bastidas and Fanny Abanto, who was a Leader of a LocaL Christian Community and the local 
trade uni on of teachers (SUTEP) . She suppor ted many squatter activities. 

29 The different forms of women's organizations, its objectives and Limitations. were explained such 
as mother's club, Ladies' committee. HeaLth's committee, wo men's association. women's group. 
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Speaking out was not only for the purpose of empowerment, it was also a 

healthy way of running an organisation. Keeping problems and disagreements 

to one self accumulates anger and generates problems. It blocks individual and 

groupal communication, which can lead to conflicts and problems. So group 

conflicts and how to deal with them are a very important aspect of group and 

leadership training . 

4.6 Limitations and problems of CEM 

Lack of funds was one of the obstacles CEM had to face in order to carryon 

with its activities. It was run with very little resources, mostly coming 

from its own members and from fund raising activities30 . This shortage of 

funds had several implications for CEM. Its members had to pay their own 

travel costs, which res u lted in only two facilitat·ors having been able to 

continue working wi th FAC during the last years. Other facilitators assumed 

management and public relations functions. thus responsibilities were split 

and not ro tated. As an alternative to the lack of financial resources CEM 

developed a netvmrk among professional friends 31 with it CEM members were 

able to ca rryon with their work achieving their p l ans and objectives. In that 

way the sources and res ources of other institutions were used creatively. In 

sum, by netv.'Orking CEN maximised available local resources. 

CEM members did not draw up productive projects for three reasons: lack of 

financial support, lack of skills for this type of activity, and awareness of 

resistan ce to the conditions many co-financing agencies impose 1n order to 

support projects. This has two sides: first we were not able to offer an 

economic alternative to women from FAC to improve their situation. Second we 

could work with autonomy guided by our OWn objectives and tried to respect the 

women's own pace . This is much more difficult in projects that have time 

limits measure results quantitatively (how many women benefit) rather than 

qualitatively (how far it contributes to wOlnen's empowerment). 

The lack of funds and its bias towards activism influenced CEM's lack of 

systematisation of its working experience. The need to establish mechanisms 

were both participants and facilitators could evaluate and follow up training 

activities was also deeply felt. 

30 Activities such as rattles, solidarity bonds. making handicraits and selling them at national and 
international events. 

3' This network was made up of people working at the local university, the municipality or ministries. 
Also doctors and lawyers provided support in materials. I.e . papers, printing. posters, loud speakers, rooms 
for seminars, and professional assistance, and contact with the mass media to divulge CEM's ideas .nd 
activities (a weekly radio programme of 10 '). 
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4.7 . Impact 

Women of the FAC communal kitchen were a s ked 1n December 1990 to V1ew 

themselves retros pectivel y a s of eight years ba ck, and compare this with how 

they viewed themse lves at the time of th e interviews. All of them mentioned 

that 1n one way or th e other th e ir previous self-image was as silent, shy, 

isolated women who had li tt l e or no self-conf idenc e . This, they reported, has 

changed. Changes whi ch have involv ed que s tioning the women's imposed 

identities al so meant beg inning to question dom inant norms and values. 

I wa s shy and did not spea k . I learned a lot during these 
meetin gs. There a t last I realised that I was a woman, because 
before I had conside r ed myse lf an ins trument; now I know I am 
very impo rt ant to myself, t o so c i e ty and to my children. I know 
how to defe nd mys e lf wherever I am, because thank s to the women's 
group Fanny Abanto Ca ll e I know I count. Susana, participant 

It 1S impo rt ant to note that she 1S linking specifica ll y the changes and 

validation of herself t o her participa ti o n i n t he FAC communal kitchen, which 

indicate s that in most cases i ndepe ndent communa l kitchen are an empowering 

experien ce f or their participants. 

In th e proce ss of working with the co~nuna l kitchen FAC, CEM was defining a 

methodol ogy "'h ieh adapted the methodo l ogy of popular edu ca ti on from a feminist 

pers pective. cnl members felt that this was an open and dynamic learning 

proc ess , not li neal. This methodology all ows us t o identify the needs of women 

related to t he work of CHI and to strengthen parts that needed to be 

deve loped, f or examp l e leadership training, a lternative menus with local 

products. The main aspects of the met hodo l ogy are men t ione d by Rita: 

Now, for example, we want t o make a work ing pl an, and we looked 
up the pamphlets, we l ooked up what they used to t e ll us in our 
not eboo ks , somet imes we realise t hat we are doing what they told 
us ""ithout even kn owi ng it, becau se ""e realise that in our 
pra ct i ce "'e are putting int o effect what they taught us in 
theo ry. We also contribute a l o t, when we had our ""o rkshops we 
als o wo uld tell our expe r1ences, we all tried to find 
alterna ti ves, solutions fr om all we poo led together, they would 
guid e us , they taught us how t o make a good wo rking plan , they 
taught us how t o be good leaders, how one had to be in order to 
be a good leader, how a meeting had to be conducted, they have 
taught us almost everything ""e know , ""hat our group knows. Rita, 
participant 

The impact of th e poten t ial of FAC f o r women's empowerment and the empowering 

element s of CEN's methodology coul d onl y be seen after years of work. One of 

these r esu l ts of this j oi nt effo rt is that the women's group FAC became a 

space in which participants f elt solidarity , support, friendship and fun and 

learned about women's rights. Nany of them learned leadership and decision 
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taking ski ll s. 

Another result of the experience i s that some women from FAC are now 

participating in communal and regional events: four women belong to the 

directi on of the "El Bosque" community. They are also members 6r leaders of 

mi xed organisations fightin g for basic services . We find them representing 

their community at the departmenta l assembly of popular organisations, and in 

the assembly of the departmental Federation of barriadas and urbanisation. 

Some of the women are lead ers in the departmental federation of communal 

kitchen s. Another six are working to organ ise other women's groups and as a 

partially paid job the y take part in training workshops at the departmental 

level and promote fa mily and communal gardens. One has joined national and 

internati ona l events (training workshops on popular education and home 

gardens, the III Femin i st Encounter of L. A and The Caribbean in Brazil in 

1985, and a Woman's Exchange Pr og r amme in USA in 19 89). 

When participants were ask ed by the researcher in December 1990 what they had 

gained in the women's group FAC . they mentioned many things like awareness of 

their situation as women, kn ow ledge of the fact that their problems are not 

individual only, learning reading a~d writing skills and be comi ng leaders due 

to the literacy and trainin g programmes. Othe r women said that for them, to 

speak in public, is one of th e mos t valued s kills. They al so mentioned the 

fact that they found more friends and had a l o t of fun with the games played 

befor e their meetings. 

Most of th e women declared in the in terv i ews their need of productive projects 

and a child care centre in order to get an inc ome and be able to perform their 

work at FAC better, and to have less dependency on external suppor t such as 

food aid. This means the women's need for income has to be met. Working 

around consciousness raising activities is not enough, and what is more, it 

limits of participants to furth er their empowerment. 

The women group's FAC has continued to function without the advice or support 

of CEM s ince the end of 1989. This shows the strength this group has acquired 

as it devel ops. 

The women also spoke of other achievements, like sharing experiences, getti~g 

new friends, building the communal house (a room) where the group is presently 

functioning, the water f ountain, th at the whole community benefits from, and 

the family /communa l garden. They have also established a cooperative system 

to sell some food product s. 

Domestic violence, lack of resources and outside interference were the 
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problems women mentioned most often. These I consider to be limitations for 

the participants' empowerment, Women also pointed out the ne ed to strengthen 

the organisation in order to achieve their plans, i.e. by working out income 

generating activities like having a bakery, a small industry and building a 

child care centre to light ell their househo ld chores somewhat. 

The women's group is the most active organisation in the barriada. Their work 

is valued in the community, although they did have to face some opposition in 

earlier from husbands and male neighbours, 

the wom en of FAC went much beyond cooking 

In general we can conclude that 

a ct ivities. When they became 

organised, they got strength. However, this is not automatically the case 

with all wom en 's groups. Within their own limitations, general aspects of 

CEM's way of working contribut ed to the growth, strengthening, and somehow the 

empowerment of FAe participants . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ASSESSING SCOPE FOR WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 

AND CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this chapter is to assess the scope of the potential and limits for 

feminist NGO s by working for the empowerment of women from grassroots 

organisations , which is ba sed on CEM experience with FAC, and other related 

experien ces drawn from the literature. For this purpose I am applying the 

empowerment definit i on pres€llted In Chapter Two; I consider women's 

empowermen t all indivi dua l and co lle c tive actions aimed toward women's 

strengthening in order to become active agents of social change, taking in 

consideration five dimensions (subject ive, physical, economical, political and 

cultural) and the socio-economi c and cultural context. 

In the presen t evaluati on I am referring to independent communal kitchens 

because within their limits the y have potential for women's empowerment (see 

Chapter Thre e). Finally I pr ese nt, in the last section of this chapter some 

concluding remarks of this study. 

5 . 1. Scope s, Potencial and Limits for Women's Empowerment. 

5.1.1. Subjective dimen s i on 

To consider women's subje ct ivit y means to take into account emotions, ideas 

and images ",'hich women have of themselves. As I mentioned in Chapter Two I 

women fa ce power relatiolls that ar ise from gender, class and ethnic, which 

have impa ct on their identity by imposing norms and values internalised by 

wom en but benefitting of men and the dominant system of society. 

Different authors have referred t o ( independ en t ) communal kitchens as a space 

were women get self-confidence and recover their voices (Grandon 1987; 

Backhaus 1988; Pedersen 1988; Montes 1989). 

During the process of be coming organised, women of communal kitchens open a 

space in which they re cog ll ise their collective subordination and begin to 

question their imposed identities. This only can take place if there is 

attention for the gender i ssue in the training programme for women of the 

communal kitchen. I see thi s as a continuing process that should enable wome·n 

to reconstruct their identities and lead to perceive themselves differentl y . 

I believe women, by reinforcing their self-image, are recovering part of their 

history. Ev en more they are reappropriating the elements of their new 

identities . Women's reco gllitio ll of abilities, self-confidence and self-worth 
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are part of this process. GEM has played an important role in this dimension, 

as two women of the FAG clearly expressed changes in self-perceptions: 

Many women recognised that they are persons who have the right to 
be treated as persons, as women with dignity, who are important 
and intelligent, and as any other person able to fight and make 
progress. Ines, participant. 

In the group we really learned many positive things about 
ourselves. To know how to value yourself and to know you are a 
woman and that you have your rights. Socially it made me grow. 
Before, I was shy and not able to speak to anyone, I was a 
serious and angry person. Now I speak to everybody, without fear, 
I am always trying to read in order to learn other things, even 
about sexual life. Rita"participant. 

Pedersen mentioned 1n her study about the methodology of the two major 

feminist groups in Lima I that \o,·hen wom en from feminist NGOs interact with 

women from grassroots organisations their interaction has rational as well 

subjective factors (Pederson 1988: 47). In a workshop for feminist training 

when participants and facilitat o rs intera ct , their relationships are not only 

shaped by the SOClo-economiC and cultural context and the specific life 

experiences of each o f them, tllat stem from gender, class and ethnic power 

relations , but also subjective factors such as beliefs, values, feelings, 

fears, frustrati ons, drealns alld hopes grounded on the context and the power 

relations mentioned. 

From the experience of cOllUllUnal kit chens women's subjectivity-spirituality is 

an important dimension to be considered in feminist training programmes, for 

questioning women's imposed identities as well as facilitating relationships 

between feminists and women from grassroots organisations. 

5.1.2. Physical dimension 

Gender awareness is a crucial lssue to enable women to have control of their 

own body and sexuality. Therefore the questioning of gender relations is a 

central issue for women's empo'Y.'erment. In the case of communal kitchens there 

is little attention given in their activities to gender awareness issues 

(Huaman 1989). Women from communal kitchens acknowledge their subordinated 

situation and want to change it, but this does not mean that we can speak of 

gender awareness and changes in the sexual division of labour (Grandon 1987),' 

In CEM's training programmes sexual division of labour was not worked out 

systematically. They organised workshops about women's rights, women's work 

and domesti c violence and sexuality, but \o.'Omen's conflicts within their 
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families didn't have enough space to be used as a source of education and 

confrontation of the contents of the work shops with their reality. Pedersen 

also pointed out the need of providing enough space for participants 

experience and pa ce in the pro cess of consciousness raising. 

The ability to express their ideas and emotions is one of the most valued 

skills women mention (Backhaus 1988; Grandon 1987), a l so mentioned by women 

from FAG : 

Yes, it helped me to speak and to have some more facility to 
spe ak, because I had never had the opportuni ty to speak in this 
way in front of groups or meetings. Now I feel freer because I am 
able to speak at meetings . Asking permission to speak is 
important. Before. only men talked , but now everything is 
changing as far as fightin g for our rights is concerned. Miriam, 
participant. 

Throughout GEM's workshops attention was paid t o women's ability to speak out 

as an important sk ill and tool. when they bargain with their husbands about 

their mobility outside the hou s eho ld . Women are not only learning to express 

their ne eds and interests and to defend their rights as women, within their 

families, but a ls o in their s oc ial lif e . The fact that Peruvian society has 

a prominent oral culture mak e s the process of recovering women's voices as an 

important issue f o r leadership t raining. 

Backhaus (1988 ) stated that women from grassroo ts organisation which have 

feminist training, mention ed that they got knowledge related to topics 32 like 

domestic violen c e , sexuality , women's work, sexua l division of labour. child 

education, etc. Ri ta fr om th e FAG communal kitchen mentioned the following: 

In this group I have le arned that both women and men have rights 
as far as sex is concerned. Before women always had to be ready 
whenever their husband wanted. Now we always have the right to 
decid e about our bodies. Rita. participant. 

In the case of FAG some women changed th ei r perceptions 'about supposed male 

superiorit y and r ecognised no t only the in equa lities of gender relations, but 

also believed that women must be equal in relation to men . 

We are not different . We have the same rights as men. What men 
feel, we feel too and what men desire, we desire as well. Susana, 
participant. 

32 Such topic $ are neglected in official politics, and by organisations working in I traditional w.y 
with women and grassroots organisations. Due to the work of feminists these themes have been placed on the 
political agenda as motivation for struggle. 
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Not all the rights which we women have are respected, also not 
within our families ... We have to make clear that we want to be 
respected in order to be an example for our daughters. We have to 
be respected by them and by our husbands, within the family and 
in our work, through which we grow. Ines, participant. 

Grandon's study also pointed out that some women expressed they ' would like to 

change their situation. But this is still at the level of subjectivity, i.e 

change in the meaning of the sexua l division of labour, without altering 

gender relations. 

Strategies for women's empowerment arlse from the specific context, in which 

domestic violence is part of the structural violence of Peruvian society. The 

projects of the feminist groups in Lima provide le gal assistance for women who 

are beaten, raped, etc. (Ruiz 1987: 95). Strategies such as policies 

proposals, public discussions about violence as a political issue and as a 

violation of women's rights is necessary to prevent and stop violence against 

women are important aspects ln this dimension. Women's grassroots 

organisations are spaces where women can find support and solidarity. 

I took him to court for these things (referring to her husband's 
violence) and felt alone, but after having been in the group I 
felt supported by so many women. I did not feel afraid at all. 
Now I am not afraid any more and whenever he wants to harass me 
again I take him agaill to court. Juana, participant. 

In relation to domestic violence, one of the women from the FAC communal 

kitchen specified the opposition of husbands to the women's group trough 

different mechanisms i.e. controlling women's mobility, physical and 

psychological violence, lack of cooperation in household tasks. Some of the 

women mentioned that their husbands found their weekly meetings too long. This 

was a cause of conflicts in their households. The women were criticised for 

abandoning their duties as mothers and partners. Women have bui 1 t up 

individual and co ll ective strategies to face their husbands' opposition:!! 

Our husbands are machista, they always ' oppose the idea that as 
women we can surpass ourselves in different aspects, let 's say if 
we want to go somewhere to improve ourselves, to learn even how 
to treat one another better, then they are always trying to stop 
us by means of machismo. They don't want us to surpass ourselves, 
because they think if we contradict them, what they want to 
impose on us, they will lose their rights over us. As women we 

33 One way was pointing out the benefits of joining a communal kitchen for all the household members, 
which has been criticised by Backhaus, because women justify joining the communal kitchen as part of their 
duties as mothers (1988: 46). Another way was torming committees. They held talks for example about their 
rights to participate in the communal kitchen. Most ot the time women have reallocated their chores among 
their children, especially daughters. and this affects girls' health and their participation in school 
(Pederson 1988: 43). 
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have the duty and the right to overcome that. Nina, participant. 

5 . 1 . 3 . Economical dimension 

Women's empowerment at an economic l evel means better living and working 

conditions as well as women's a c cess and control of productive r~sources and 

the benefits from it which wil l impr ove their situation. The p'rovision of 

services like water, electricity, creches, etc, aims to the alleviation of 

women's work (sexua l di v i sion of l abour) and improving women's so c i o~economi c 

conditions. 

Poverty is the specific socia l conditi on which women from communal kitchens 

share . Their living and wo r kin g condition s take place within spec ific class 

and gender relations. The emerg ence of corrununa l kitchens l ooks for a solution 

to these conditions . 

Women in c ommuna l kitche ns l ac k ba s ic s e rvices and have lit tle ma terial 

support, which makes their daily work ha rd . A consequence is that women have 

to invest many hours a day for meal produ c ti on, wh i ch implies health problems . 

Women of the FAG corrununal ki t chen id entified the la ck of material and 

financial res ources as one th e ma jor problems, especially the lack of 

government suppo rt . One ,"·:ome n l a be lled g overnment 

interfer ence. 

support as outside 

We never had any help fr om a gov ernment organization, as t he 
governme nt onl y help s those gro ups tha t automatically l ose their 
aut o nomy and depend on t he de c is ions taken by the government. 
That i s wh y ~e ha v e al wa ys bee n wo rking with our own funds. Rita. 
pa rticipant . 

By reviev,'ing the experien c e o f 'v.'ome n from corrununal kitchens in general and 

from the experience of the FAe c OITUllunal kitchen. women are always searching 

ways t o get an in come . They try to maintain a minimum level of family 

consumption by joining two or more survival strategies (corrununal kitchens or 

community work in exchange for fo od ) . Wom en are demanding productive projects , 

like a woman from the FAG corrununa l kitchen was saying : 

Well, let them listen t o us and he l p us make a workshop [ sma ll 
enterprise). to work for ours e l ves s o that we don't have to be 
here and there and can run ou r own wo rkshop. Miriam, participant. 

It is relevant to mention that th e national organisat i on of communal kitchens 

has demanded funds from the government for the women working in the communal 

kitchens. 

There is an urgent need to addre ss the above problem in order to free wome n 

fr om exhaustive, t i me-conswning wo rk . Women's time and energy wasted in long, 
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hard working shifts might be oriented towards activities and actions geared 

to self-empowerment and organisation. For women's autonomy it is important 

that they have income. This does not mean that improving the equipment (and 

income) of communal kitchens will improve automatically women's status or 

empowerment. 

Feminist organisations are in the capacity to channel international aid to 

implement or equip communal kitchens at the national level, and to negotiate 

and make social pressure in coordination with women from communal kitchens. 

Feminist NGOs need to consider women's rights to an income in the formulation 

of women's projects which question women's unpaid work and get recognition of 

women's work in the family, community and society . This demand, oriented and 

debated by the main actors (partic ipants and facilitators) will strengthen the 

women's movement in Peru. 

CEM could not provide an alternative to the need of income for the women of 

the FAC communal kitchen. The main rea son "'as that members of CEM were mostly 

professionals and students of social science and health. We didn't had members 

with economlC or technical skills. Beside this, CEM worked mainly on 

consciousness raising. We didll't consider productive activities for women. 

5.1.4 . Political dimension 

Women and their organ isation s develop democratic, solidarity and collective 

practices; they develop decision taking, organisational and leadership skills. 

Women in the FAC communal kitchen y,!ere asked what they gained/learned 

1n the group. What some women most value is the stimulus to become a leader: 

We raised our hands at an Assembly and when we were allowed to 
speak, we received applause because we knew what we were talking 
about. We felt very good about it, we felt appreciated. The 
people 1n El Bosque are seeing us with other eyes now because 
they can see that we are a~are of what we are able to do, what we 
women call do . Jualla, participant . 

Other women valued the organisational skills they got through their experience 

in the women's group. Many of them pointed out that it strengthened not only 

their OY,'n group but also the community organisation. Some learned how to lead 

and a few of them went beyond the community organisation. The new female 

leaders questioned practices and COJ1Cepts of male leaders (they questioned for 

example the time that meetings "ere held at, and the representation of the 

community by male leaders). 
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We can see that the reco gni ti on of development of their abilities as leaders 

and as organizers are impo rtant achievements as perceived by women: 

In our group we have six home garden promotors. Most of us 
participate in the assemb lies, in the groups that are formed (for 
example th e pro-water committee) It is wom en from our group who 
have be en chosen as delegates f o r different square blocks at any 
event. Rita, participant. 

To build up an organisation for and with women is the first stage in women's 

strugg le. Women 's organisations are an important space for women to get 

strength from and become empowered, but women ne ed to go beyond their own 

organisation. For CEM members it was important that women have a leading and 

decision-making status in the conununit y, but in most of communal kitchens only 

a minority of women are involved in leading positions. It is, however, only 

the beg inning. 

I consider that le adership training needs to take into account group conflicts 

be cause in the process of building women's organisations we need to deal with 

po,,'er relati ons. In the case of th e FAC communa l kitchen, conflicts and lack 

of cooperation in si de th e group were the organisational problems women most 

menti oned: 

I think the organisation should be i mproved because as far as 
re lation s among other women in the group a re concerned, there is 
always egoism. Nina, participant. 

When one is le ader, one is the victim of all criticism. Adriana, 
participant. 

Sometimes g roup conf li cts emerge from the context outside the women's 

organisations , i.e., the presen ce of poli ti ca l parties who try to control the 

women's organisation, 01- feminist NGOs ""h o provide training to grassroots 

women organisations and select themselves the women who can follow more 

training . Both examples affect women's autonomy and generate internal 

conf licts . Therefore Pedersen has argued considering training on group 

conflict as a ne cess ary e l ement in feminist training (1988: 224). 

In Chapter Thre e I have mentioned the i mpo rtance for women to participate 1n 

mixed institutions, to br eak the te11dency to be isolated as organisation~. 

This tenden cy is present 1n some communal kitchens, although women from 

communal kitchens ha ve faced power relations and struggle for their autonomy 

against political, social and governmental institutions. Others have faced 

male power f rom community mixed organ isati ons who resisted recognising 
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communal kitchens as part of the organisational structure of the community 

(Villavicencio 1988 : 270) . The effort of grassroots women's groups to be 

organised at a second and third level (Federation and National coordination) 

needs to be suppor ted by feminis t organisations. This will increase social 

pressure, and strengthen Peru's women's movement . This is a challenge for the 

Peruvian feminist movement. Women from the FAC communal kitchen said it is 

important to establish link s with other groups mentioning different 

advantages: centra lisation, acquisition of knowledge and training: 

We will learn many other things from other groups because one 
group alone cannot do anything . When you meet with other groups 
or institutions you can really achieve something. Maria, 
parti cipant. 

5 . 1 . 5. Cultural dimension 

In Chapter Two I menti oned th e existence of a dominant mestizo culture in 

Peru . There are assumpti ons tha t ,,'hatever differs from occidental cultural 

values is inferior. The elaborat i o Jl of strategies for women's empowerment in 

La t in American countries needs t o consider culture from a historical 

perspective. This means dealing with po liti cs, economics and power relations. 

It invo lves the link between co l onisation and the current cultural practices. 

In Peruvian society divisions bet \o..'ee n men and women exist I and there are 

divisi ons among women th emselves, due to ethnic and class relations. These 

divisions hinder building relati ons among different classes and ethnic groups, 

but als o make i t difficult t o divul ge feminist training that can influence 

communi cati on and contacts among partic ipants and facilitators (Pedersen 1988: 

233). Class and ethnic divi s ion s a re present and need to be worked out by 

looking to the differences. Cultural differences exist also among each of 

them. Those differences come from language, region, ethnic group, age and 

educati on. An example of l anguage and education differences between 

participants and facilitat ors was mentioned by a woman in FAG: 

I didn't understand them (G EM). Th ey spoke differently, and for 
example, thanks to Rita (group leader), I have had guidance, and 
I know I am worth a lot and she taught me the rights a woman has . 
Susana, participant. 

Member s of GEM , with their exposure to popular education, training beca~e 

aware of differences between the participants and themselves . It was difficult 

not only to deconstruct the language of CEM members, but also to be open to 

the use of symbols and to the mea ning women from this communal kitchen gave 

to their lives, bodies , feelin gs and experiences. 
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The incorporation o f language expressions from grassroots women organisations 

are important to include 10 feminist training, those expressions could 

facilitate participants questioning of power relations, privileges, etc. 

5.1.6. Methodology 

I have ment i oned the fi ve dimensions of women's empowerment. To work these out 

there are two important aspects to be considered. The first is the specific 

socia-e conomic and cultural context in which feminist organisations are 

working . The second 1S a peda gogy which needs to be translated into a 

methodology used by feminist organisations. In relation to the second aspect, 

feminist organisations in Peru have placed issues like gender relations and 

sexuality into the po liti ca l agenda. Experiences from everyday life are 

valued, the recovering of women voices, horizontal working ties. 

This part eva luate the methodology used by Gn! which has common methodological 

principles of feminism a nd popular educa ti on. Th e following part presents the 

conceptualisation by women of FAG about the relationship with GEM and its 

methodol ogy. 

In general the women felt they had a good relationship with GEM, mentioning 

trust, confidenc e and £ri~ndsllip. Host of the women stressed an individual 

relati on with one or some CEM memb e rs rather than the group or institutional 

one. Many women also perceived the relation sh ip with the group, which provided 

them support, orientation and better understanding of their problems . 

In relati on to the methodology, women hi ghlighted its participatory character 

and the teaching-learning process involved. Some examples are: 

It is a great j oy because both teacher-learner and we overcame 
many things. They told us they have learned a lot from us, and I 
can say that I learned a lot fr om them . Nina, participant. 

Enabling women to develop their abilities was another aspect women indicated: 

They didn ' t force us but always told us: do it, I know you can do 
it! I am aware that what we did was not much but they always 
stimulated us by saying 'you are do ing very well, you see you can 
do it' . In this wa y many of us women learned to work. Juana, 
participant . 

In the next quotation Ju ana illu strates the purpose of collective analysis for 

collective actions and its mutual interac ti on. She deno tes the participatory 

way of working out their own al te rnative s , as well as the role of their life 
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experiences in analysing their problems . 

They were themes coming from our 0",10 lives. For example, the 
workshop on rubbish-collection: why do we have rubbish? What do 
we do with it? Why does rubbish not accumulate in Santa Victoria 
a [middle class} urbanisation close to ours. It is important to 
see where these things begin and not only analyse the hows and 
the whys but also to find solutions, to find alternatives and 
always to participate together in the progress of our people. 
Juana , participant. 

The ability to make their own decisions, to work for their own benefits, to 

find their own alternatives with autonomy, is expressed by Ines: 

I think the work was positive, as they let us act the way we 
thought was best, and we were not obliged to do anything. Ines, 
participant. 

They added that games and dynamics facilitated the learning process with JOY 

and fun. 

Almost all the women who attended the workshops were happy with 
the way we worked, and learned from the games, which were even 
full of laughter, and I do think it was very good. Rita, 
parti cipant. 

They also mentioned other achievements, like sharing experiences, getting new 

friends , and building the communal house ",'here th e group now functions, the 

water f ountain that "'hole the cOITUllunity benefits from, the family/communal 

garden. The y have also established a cooperative system for selling some food 

products. 

Finally to conclude, th e assessment of scope. potentials and limits for 

women's empowerment by the five criteria or dimens,ions presented en chapter 

two has been and useful guide line t o me to understand conditions and limits 

to be consider in the assessment of the process of women's empowerment. 

I believe that the formulation of emancipatory strategies for women in 

grassroots organisations should take into account the methodological 

experiences of both feminism and popular education. Even more, spaces are 

needed for women from feminist organisations and women from popular education 

to meet and exchange experIences. This would not only open the possibility 

of mutual learning but would als o maximise their methodological practices.' 
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5.2. Some Concluding Remarks 

5.2.1. Theoretical limitations 

The conclusion s I am presenting do no t embody the truth . They represent, 

rather, the analysis of a given moment in reality, from a specific 

perspective. This means taking other vantage points and con~idering other 

moments in history, the these conc lu sions might be different. The main points 

I present need to be incorporated and confronted in future work petween women 

from feminist NCOs and grassroots women's organisations, just as there are 

aspects which should be regarded in future res earch. 

The interlinkages of gender, sexual division of labour, class and ethnics need 

to be reexamined In order to understand the specificities of gender 

subordination among dif ferent secto r s of women. A clear understanding of the 

complexity of the subo rdin ation of women from different sectors will provide 

insight into the f o rmulati on of emanc ipatory strategies for women. 

During the progress of this NA thesis, the need for a globa l analysis that 

presents a struc tural crit iq ue of deve l opment strategies for women clearly 

arose. Long term alte rn atives are needed in s t ead of short range ones. 

Taking into consideration the above, and the th eo retical limitations of my own 

academi c back ground for eva lu ating the proces s of women's empowerment from an 

emancipat ory perspec tive , one of the cont ributi ons of this thesis is the 

evaluation of the potential of emp owerment of women as a process, and as goals 

from a global and eman c ipatory perspective. This perspective integrates 

important dimensi ons (s ubject iv e, physical, economical, political and 

cultural), which are closely interconnected in the lives of women and society. 

It is theoretically diffi cult t o establish frontiers, since they are 

integrated into reality. For example, sUbjectivity with what is physical, 

social, economic or cultural is als o political . 

5.2.2. Factors, scope, limitations and potentials of working with grassroots 

women's organisations 

The relations between women from feminist NGOs and women in grassroots 

organisations, as well as their process of empowerment, are not an isolat~d 

process . They take plac e within a particular socio-economic and cultural 

context which is also po liti cal, a contex t which needs to be considered when 

formul?ting strategies f or women's empowerment. 
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Gommunal kitchens as a space belonging to women open the opportunity to 

question the roles of gender. beliefs and norms, but without getting to change 

fundamentally the existing sexual division of labour. For this to happen not 

only must the five dimensions of women's empowerment be taken into account, 

but a l so an adequate methodology must be found that incorporates ~ot only the 

common aspects of gender subordination among women. but also the oppressive 

aspects that establish differences among women, such as class and ethnic, and 

that continue to reinforce their subordination and oppression. 

Women's empowerment is a necessary condition 1n the struggle to put an end to 

the subordination and oppression of women, It is also a key factor in the 

transformation of society as a whole. 

From a theoretical perspective, feminist methodology is in capacity to 

contribute to the conSCiousness raising of women I but ~n practice, the 

differences between participants and facilitators I based on class, ethnic and 

age, made mutual corrununication and the relationship difficult at times. To 

include these differences among women when formulating any kind of project 

means confrontating with privileges, fears and deep-rooted practices. 

The systematisation of GEM's working experience with FAG has provided me with 

insights which allow me to understand more clearly the scope and limitations 

of GEM's work as well as its own potentials for women's empowerment . Lack of 

resources has affected the activities developed for and with the FAG women's 

group. GEM's inability to incorporate productive projects in the work with 

FAG women limited the possibility of their self-empowerment, Another 

limitation was the inability to follow up the work being done due to lack of 

time, lack of resources and our own activism. 

The methodology GEM used with FAC gives evidence of the usefulness of blending 

the methodological principles of feminism with those of popular education in 

working with women from grassroots organisations. The changes in women's 

self-images and in their self-confidence, the facilitating of women's 

unfolding of their skills at speaking in public, taking decisions and becoming 

leaders , represent the main achievements of CEM's work. 

Communal kitchens as grassroots organisations constitute the creation of 

spaces of their own for WOlnen, spaces that provide them with potentia l s and 

limitations. Women's grassroots organisations are valid spaces for the 
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development of women's skills, such as learning to express their ideas and 

emotions, expressing in public their needs and demands, taking decisions, and 

becoming leaders. These spa ces facilitate women's participation and their 

learning of collective, democ ratic and solidaire practices, from the starting 

point of daily life, which can be app li ed to Peru's public .and political 

scenario . All this forms part of the process of empowerment of women, a 

process in which the experienc es and working methodologies of feminist NGOs 

have contributed to strengthening grassroots women and their organisations, 

therefore contributing to their pot ential of empowerment. 

To conclude I would like to present the refle c tions of a participant in FAC's 

communal kitchen, which gives t es timony of the validity of the common, shared 

struggle between women in grassroo ts organisations and women from feminist 

ones: 

I am sure that only through organised struggle between women can 
we free ourselves of the oppress i on and injustice we live under, 
which is caused by both the government and men. We also have 
within us conservative ideas. It is important to know tha·t we 
mu st always try to ho ld O Jl to our way of thinking, wherever we 
may go. They may tell us ""e are crazy, rebels I communists, 
fool s. I believe we should go f orward and not let ourselves be 
influ en ced by these things. We should know that in this world 
there are many women's groups and many other women who identify 
themse lve s with us and with our way of thinking. We are united 
by a force called feministn, and I am sure that we will achieve 
many things because we are very st rong and we should do something 
t o achieve even more in the future . 

Rita 
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